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The Panel will be recognized as a national model for
industry specific training which provides excellent
service to California businesses.
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The Employment Training Panel (ETP) is a significant
economic development tool for business attraction and
business retention. ETP will work in partnership with
business, labor, and government, to provide funds for
training California's workforce in the skills necessary
for businesses to remain viable and compete in the
global economy, while providing workers with reasonable wages and secure employment.
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November 30, 1997
The Employment Training Panel (ETP) is pleased to share this report of its accomplishments during
the 1996-97 fiscal year. The Report describes the Panel's success in meeting our major challenges.
Since its inception in 1983, the Panel has contributed to the economic vitality of California by
investing in the training of more than 250,000 workers to provide businesses with the skilled employees needed to remain productive and competitive, while providing those workers with good
paying, secure employment. The Panel's ongoing success can largely be attributed to its ability to
adjust and meet new needs resulting from the economy and employer demand. Last year was no
exception, as the Panel furthered its role as the State's only training program for incumbent workers,
while also emphasizing job creation and economic development.
The Panel once again committed all of its available training funds - for the fifth consecutive year
- primarily targeting the manufacturing sector for the training of frontline workers in high-wage,
high-skill, secure jobs. The Panel also focused on new and emerging industries, while supporting
economic development initiatives with the Trade and Commerce Agency, other State departments
and agencies, and various local entities.
With small business always a priority, last year the Panel committed $16.7 million in training funds
for businesses with fewer than 100 employees, exceeding the Budget Act requirement that it commit
at least $10 million for such businesses. The Panel implemented its small business initiatives to
facilitate the contracting process for small employers and continued implementation of the entrepreneurial training category for small business owners. Completed contract data indicated 82 percent
of all businesses served last year were small finns, with the majority employing 50 or fewer workers.
The Panel also continued working closely with the Advisory Research Council (ARC), implementing several ARC recommendations for enhanced contracting and increased customer service.
The Panel initiated many other program enhancements, including a new application process and
implementation of recommendations by the Bureau of State Audits for improvements in strategic
planning and contract completion rates.
As welfare refonn became a reality last year, the Panel worked closely with the Administration,
Legislature, ARC, and other groups to prepare for its own role in Welfare to Work. As a result,
beginning January 1, 1998, the Panel will implement a new Welfare to Work training category to
fund training for current and fonner welfare recipients.
The Panel looks forward to many new challenges and opportunities in the years ahea~. We are
confident that the program's history of success, as most recently evidenced in this Annual Report,
will continue as we further our partnerships with business, labor, and other government entities in
support of the California economy.

Thomas C. Ellick
Chairman

Gerald G. Geismar
Executive Director
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•

The Panel committed all ofits available training funds for the fifth consecutive year.

•

The Panel approved 21 0 new training projects totaling $86 million for training and
employment, targeting 72,469 trainees, at an average cost of$l, 187 per trainee.

•

The Panel emphasized service to small business, approving $16.7 million in training funds
for businesses with fewer than 100 workers and implementing its small business initiatives
to facilitate direct contracts for small employers.

•

The Panel's marketing efforts focused on emerging industry clusters, including
biotechnology andmultimedialentertainment.

•

The Panel continued working closely with the Advisory Research Council (ARC),
implementing a number ofkey ARC recommendations for improved contracting and
customer service.

•

The Panel initiated other process improvements, such as a new application process and
improvements in strategic planning and contract completion rates.

•

The Panel continued to evaluate the program by conducting a small business study in
addition to working with California State University, Northridge to conduct a
subcontractor/consultant study.

•

During the fiscal year, 152 contracts were completed and $43 million was earned by
contractors.

•

24,722 individuals were trained and employed. The averag~ cost per trainee was
$1,737, including $4,862 for new hires and $1 ,599 for retrainees.

•

The average hourly wage earned after training was $14.14 for new hires, and $15.92
for retrainees.

•

82 percent of all businesses served were small businesses, most of whom employed
100 employees or less.

•

Small businesses earned 30 percent ofall training dollars last year and employed 50
percent of all new hires and 28 percent of all retrainees.

•

72 percent offunds went to businesses in the manufacturing industry.
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introduction

1 996-97 was a year of challenge and opportunity for the Employment Training Panel (ETP), as
the Panel once again charted new territory, expanding upon its unique role in the California economy.
Throughout its history, the Panel has continually
succeeded in taking the program in new directions in
response to the needs of economic development and
the State's major industries. Last year was no
exception as the Panel worked closely with partners
such as the Trade and Commerce Agency, other
State departments and agencies, and various local
entities, as well as program stakeholders and
customers to address newly emerging needs of
California's employers and workers.

Through targeted marketing, collaborative planning, and coordination with its many partners, the
Panel maximized the use of its training funds to
support businesses' need for skilled workers in an
improving and increasingly technological economy.
Focusing on its niche role as the State's only training
program for incumbent workers, the Panel once
again committed all ofits available training funds,
implementing changes to better serve California
employers, particularly small businesses, while
preparing for an anticipated role in Welfare to Work.
Small business continued to be a major focus of
the program in fiscal year 1996-97. The Panel
exceeded the requirement in last year's Budget Act
that it commit at least $10 million in training funds for
businesses with fewer than 100 workers and implemented its small business initiatives to simplify direct
contracting for small employers. Through targeted
marketing, the Panel emphasized and expanded the
use of its new entrepreneurial training category,
helping small business owners employing less than
10 workers maintain the viability of their companies.
It was a year in which the Panel also undertook

significant program innovations in response to
customer needs, working closely with the Advisory
Research Council (ARC) and other program
stakeholders and customers, resulting in significant
improvements in the contracting process and customer service. The Panel unveiled a redesigned
application process, requiring potential applicants to
attend an orientation session and verify eligibility

before submitting an application for training funds.
The intent is to improve the agreement process by
emphasizing better up-front information and program
planning.
In October 1996, the Bureau of State Audits
(BSA) completed its legislatively required review of
the program and found the Panel fulfilling its responsibilities in both program and administrative areas.
The Panel quickly responded to BSA' s recommendations to improve its strategic planning process and
reduce disencumbrances by implementing quantifiable goals and objectives within the organization and
developing strategies to improve contract completionrates.
Last year the Panel also began taking steps to
prepare for a profound change in the program itself.
Anticipating a role in Welfare to Work, the Panel
worked closely with the Administration, Legislature,
ARC, welfare organizations, and other groups to
prepare for a new program direction. This change
became official when State welfare reform legislation
was enacted, with a specific role for the Panel in
funding retraining for employed former welfare
recipients. The Panel subsequently set aside $20
million in 1997-98 training funds for Welfare to
Work projects and looks forward to a continuing
role in California's Welfare to Work initiative.
The Panel also continued its support for efforts
spearheaded by the State Job Training Coordinating
Council (SJTCC) to develop an integrated
workforce preparation systeI? in California. Represented on the Council's Performance Based Accountability (PBA) Committee, the Panel is participating in the first phase of a legislatively-mandated
statewide "report card" system to develop standardized performance measures in workforce preparation programs. In October 1996, the Panel also cosponsored and participated in the "Third Annual
Workforce Preparation Conference" in Long Beach,
where representatives from workforce preparation
programs throughout the State and nation convened
to exchange informatiop. and strategize for the future.
Organizationally, one change in Panel membership
occurred during the year as Ralph Franklin, Vice
President of United Food and Commercial Workers
Union Local 770, was appointed by Senate Presi-

dent Pro Tern Bill Lockyer to succeed Regina
Render, who had served on the Panel since
May 1994.
The Panel continued to develop and refme
its information technology (IT) capabilities last
year, increasing its capability for better and
faster service to customers. A key addition
was the establishment of an ETP "home
page" on the World Wide Web, which will
greatly enhance the Panel's marketing capabilities and soon facilitate the contracting
process.
Looking to the future, the Panel also
updated its Three-Year Strategic Plan,
addressing fiscal years 1997-2000, by
incorporating recommendations from the
ARC and the BSA report, as well as priorities derived from its own research and
experience. The Plan builds upon the priorities developed during the 1996-97 fiscal year
and outlines the Panel's goals, objectives, and
performance measures for the next three fiscal
years to achieve them.
The Panel is pleased to present this Annual
Report which describes the Panel's activities
during a most challenging and rewarding year.
The report describes the Panel's accomplishments during 1996-97 in which it successfully
addressed many of the goals and objectives
of last year's Strategic Plan. The Report
provides descriptions of last year's funding
commitments, targeted marketing, interaction
with customers and stakeholders, service to
small business, organizational improvements,
and performance of completed contracts.
Included is a list of terminated contracts,
where no funds were earned, and a listing of
projects approved prior to last year which
were still active as of July 1, 1997. The
report also includes several profiles of
projects which completed during the fiscal
year, providing a "real world" glimpse of what
the Panel program is all about -- training to
improve the competitiveness of California
businesses and workers.

the

year
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Targeting Resources

Training Funds

Revenues and Expenditures

InFiscal Year (FY) 1996-97, the Panel targeted
its resources to support a rebounding California
economy, ensuring the State's employers had access
to a trained and highly-skilled workforce. The
Panel's full commitment of available training funds
ensured that Employment Training Fund (ETF)
revenues and expenditures balanced at $126.3
million for the fiscal year. (A detailed description is
provided in Appendix A, "Revenue and Expenditure
Report".)
The Panel's annual expenditures fall into two
general categories: Non-Training funds and Training

funds:
Non- Training Funds
Funds utilized for non-training purposes include:
(1) funds transferred from the ETF to support other
agencies (e.g., for the Employment Development
Department to collect the Employment Training Tax
[ETI] and the Department of Social Services to
support the Greater Avenues for Independence
[GAIN] program); (2) almost 10 percent of available monies for administrative expenditures; and (3)
approximately $2 million for marketing and independent research studies. These expenditures are
detailed in Appendix A. Last year, the Panel
continued to target its administrative, marketing and
research funds with an emphasis on customer
service and continuous process improvement.
I'

For the fifth consecutive year, the Panel committed
all of its available training dollars. In 1996-97, the
Panel approved $86 million for 210 contracts to
train 72,469 workers, at an average cost of $1,187
per trainee. The table below summarizes the year's
contract commitments. (Note that contracts funded
in earlier years but which completed in 1996-97 are
described on page 16 under "Completed Contract
Performance.")
Two major training budget categories, Economic
Development and Special Employment Training
(SET) give the Panel the flexibility to address areas .of greatest funding need for training. Under the
Economic Development funding category, the Panel
approved 182 contracts, principally for businesses
facing out-of-state competition, optimizing the
economic impact of Panel funds by supporting the
State's export base and overall economy.
Under the SET category, which enables the Panel
to fund training for businesses and workers who do
not meet the program's standard eligibility criteria,
the Panel approved 34 projects, primarily to train
frontline workers in high-wage jobs and for entrepreneurial training agreements to meet the needs of
small business owners as they strive to make their
businesses viable in a competitive market. The
recently enacted entrepreneurial training category
enables the Panel to fund projects which provide the
focused, specific training small business owners
often need to successfully develop their companies.
Initiated by 1995 legislation, the Panel's entrepreneurial program has become an important resource
for small employers and the number of approved
entrepreneurial projects continues to increase.

1996-97 Project Commitments
Total

Economic Development

SET

210

182

34

$86.0

$78.4

$7.6

Persons Targeted for Training and Employment
72,469
Retention

59,914

12,555

$1,187

$1,309

$605

Approved Training Projects*
Funds Approved for Training (in Millions)

Average Cost Per Trainee

* Six contracts included both SET and Economic Development funding.

"Since the training we have a better understanding of all workers' jobs and their capabilities,
which has enabled us to improve our customer
ordering process and provide our customers with
better service. "
Julie Miller, International Sales Representative
Mariani Packing Company, Inc.
The Mariani Packing Company, Inc., established in
1906, grows, dries, processes and packages dried
fruit under its own label and for customers who use
the dried fruit in cereal products. This family-owned
company employs 260 full-time workers at its
principal production location in San Jose (Santa
Clara County) and at a smaller facility in Marysville,
California (Yuba County).
While the company produces a high-quality product
which it ships throughout the world, off-shore and
out-of-state competition threatened to erode its
competitiveness unless steps were taken to improve
cycle time, reduce scrap, and increase customer
satisfaction.
To accomplish these goals, the
company determined it needed to implement and
sustain a high-performance workplace, empowering
employees to use. statistical process control tools
and techniques to identify problems, analyze
situations to determine root causes and take
appropriate action to improve the manufacturing
process.
Mariani approached the Panel for assistance in this
effort and the resulting project provided training for
194 workers employed in production, administrative,
clerical, sales, supervision, and management classifications. The training consisted of Statistical Process
Control (SPC); Production Techniques; Total
Quality Management (TQM); Office Automation;
Vocational English as a Second Language (VESL);
and Basic Math.
Since the completion ofthe project, Mariani reports a
15 percent increase in pounds of fruit packed per
labor dollar. Scott E. Fujihara, Vice President of
Finance and Administration, states between 1994
and 1996 the implementation of SPC increased
accuracy of inventory to 96 percent, thus reducing
product rework and spoilage. The increases in
production capacity and accuracy have enabled
Mariani to keep up with an increase in sales of 37
percent since last year.
Jean Brady, Director of Human Resources, states the
success of the project was due principally to having
high-level management support, as the company
president, Mark A. Mariani, was solidly behind the
training to achieve company goals.

At the same time, the Panel continued its
emphasis on training employees of small
businesses under the Economic Development funding category. In last year's Budget
Act, the Legislature required the Panel to
commit a minimum of$l 0 million in training
funds for businesses with fewer than 100
employees. The Panel exceeded this
requirement, approving $16.7 million for this
category of employers (including 22 direct
employer contracts) and took additional
steps by implementing a series of small
business initiatives to facilitate direct contracting with small businesses. These
initiatives are discussed in detail on pages
12-13, under "Serving Small Business".
(Note: the Panel's service to small business
in contracts that completed in FY 96-97 is
discussed on pages 18-19).

Targeted Marketing
In 1996-97, the Panel supported many
key economic development initiatives
through targeted marketing. The Panel
developed and implemented a marketing
plan designed to ensure its training funds
have a maximum impact on the growth of
the California economy.
To secure an optimum return on investment' while addressing the state's economic
development and training needs, the Panel
continued key networking activities with
groups at the forefront of economic development, including Regional Technology
Alliances, Team California, the California
Manufacturing and Technology Program, the
Corporation for Manufacturing Excellence
(MANEX), Private Industry Councils,
California Association for Local Economic
Development (CALED), professional
societies, partners in the workforce preparation system, training agencies, and public
and private universities. In conjunction with
the Trade and Commerce Agency, the Panel
also continued its key participation on Red
Team efforts to help businesses relocate to
and remain in California. The Panel also

worked with the California Federation of Labor to
target union affiliated companies.
Panel marketing efforts also continued to highlight
emerging industry clusters. Through collaboration
with the Bay Area Multimedia Partnership (BAMP)
and the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television
Producers, the Panel focused on top firms in the
emerging multimedia/entertainment industry to
support their increasing needs for skilled workers.
In coordination with state-funded Small Business
Development Centers, the Panel's marketing efforts
also resulted directly in the funding of numerous
entrepreneurial training projects.

Advisory Research
Council
The Panel continued working closely with program
stakeholders, principally through the Advisory
Research Council (ARC). Established in 1995 by
the Panel Chairman and formalized by subsequent
legislation, the ARC consists of representatives of a
broad cross-section of large and small employers,
consortia contractors, and program consultants who
advise the Panel on the program and its processes.
In December 1996, the Panel presented its Final
Report on the ARC, providing a detailed account of
ARC actions and recommendations to the Panel at
that point. The ARC's value to the Panel can be
seen from the many ARC recommendations recounted in the Final Report which have been implemented by the Panel thus far, including: working with
Senator Patrick Johnston to introduce and pass
legislation simplifying retrainee eligibility; reducing the
minimum required number of training hours to 40;
expanding the out-of-state competition policy by
including general manufacturing within the eligible
defInition; requiring contractor management involvement in contracts to increase their likelihood of
success; revising requirements for substantial contributions to allow for contract phase-in without
penalty; and designating the Assistant Director of
Program Operations as a single-point-of-contact for
contractor assistance.
Having met the ARC's legislative mandate, the
Panel determined the valuable contributions it had
made to the program warranted its continuation. As

a result, the ARC continues its key advisory role
with a slightly reconstituted membership to better
represent the user community in 1996-97 and into
the future. The accomplishments and ongoing
assistance of the ARC continue to help the Panel
meet its goal of ensuring organizational excellence
through continuous operational improvements.
Advisory Research Council Members
Marvin Brody, Maven Associates; Julianne Broyles,
California Chamber of Commerce; Joseph Cabral, Times
Mirror, Inc.; H.C. Cotner, Communication Workers of
America Local 9412; Dr. John A. Davitt, Glendale
Community College; Soyla Fernandez, Assembly
Member Denise Ducheny's Office; Paul Gorsky,
Chevron Products Co.; Rona Hallabrin, Senate Office of
Research; Sherman Jaffe, McDonnell Douglas Corporation; Roger Lamberson, SKF Condition Monitoring;
Bruce Lee, UA W-Labor Employment & Training Corp.;
Eileen A. Leonard, Contract Services Administration
Trust Fund; Patti Schiappa, Tomadur Engine Company;
Larry Toy, Ph.D., California Community Colleges/
Chancellor's Office; Janice Trantham, San Diego City
School District; Rachel Terner Vogel, Esq.; and Willie
Washington, California Manufacturers' Association.

Ensuring
Organizational
Excellence
Listening and responding to suggestions from the
ARC, as well as other program stakeholders and
customers, and addressing recommendations from
last year's Bureau of State Audits (BSA) report, the
Panel undertook a number of key actions to ensure
excellence in its program and organization.

Bureau of State Audits Report
In October 1996, the BSA completed a legislatively-mandated review of the Panel program which
found the Panel to be fulfilling its responsibilities in
both program and administrative areas. The
auditors also recommended the Panel: 1) improve
its strategic planning process by setting measurable
objectives in the Strategic Plan; and 2) take further
action toward reducing dis encumbrances in training
funds. The Panel addressed the auditors' recommendations by improving its strategic planning
process and by taking additional steps to decrease
fund disencumbrances.

"Once we got the project going, the most rewarding part was seeing the enthusiasm of the persons
coming to the training. "
Zelda Saeli, Training Program Director
Asian Neighborhood Design
Asian Neighborhood Design (A.N.D.), a training
agency with offices in San Francisco and Oakland,
became one of the first contractors with a Special
Employment Training (SET) project, after that
category became effective in January 1994 to allow
training outside of the Panel's regular criteria.
A.N.D. used SET funds to provide training and
employment for persons with barriers to employment
-- some in carpentry and cabinet making, others in
computerized drafting and design.
A.N.D.began training young people in furniture
making in 1978, and has since trained more than 800
people who are primarily high-risk young adults, in
carpentry, cabinet making, drafting, and related
building trades. Last year's project provided
training to 29 unemployed workers with multiple
barriers to full-time employment, such as: school
dropouts; persons with insufficient reading and
math skills, and limited English language proficiency; and parenting youths.
Executive Director Maurice Lim Miller states,
"Although this was the first time we had worked
with ETP, it went well because, like ETP, our program
is outcome driven ... and we have a strong employer
base and commitment." The training itself consisted
of adult basic education and carpentry/cabinet
making. It also provided an introduction for trainees
to manual drafting, computer-assisted drafting and
design and computerized machinery operation which
facilitated their entry into jobs where these higher
technologies are used.
Maurice Lim Miller adds, "Another reason for our
success is that we too are an employer, with our own
company, Specialty Mill Products ... so we are able to
place some trainees with Specialty Mills, and others
with a strong base of peer employers. We emphasize hard skills which are driven by employer needs,
and on the client side, we focus on soft skills -- what
it takes to get and keep a job."
According to Harold Byun, Information Systems
Manager, "The program went very well administratively. We met our goals, while serving, by and
large, a different popUlation from our usual
one ... And we got a great deal of help from ETP."

Implementing the
Strategic Plan
The Panel responded to the BSA recommendation for quantifiable objectives in its
Strategic Plan through an Implementation Plan,
linking the Strategic Plan for 1996-1999 with
comprehensive action plans which set forth
measurable performance benchmarks for key
operational areas. A subsequent assessment
of the Panel's progress toward completing the
items identified in the action plans, as of July 1,
1997, found the Panel had made considerable
progress toward achieving its goals during the
first year of the Three-Year Plan. The Panel
used the same approach in developing an
Implementation Plan for the fiscal years 1997
through 2000, and will continue to do so in
future years as it strives to continually measure,
achieve and surpass its goals.

Improving Contract
Completion Rates
The Panel continues to prioritize the issue of
fund disencumbrances, working to help
contractors successfully complete training as
planned, thereby maximizing earnings and
reducing disencumbrances. In 1995 Panel
staff conducted an in-depth dis encumbrance
study that identified controllable factors which
can enhance contract completion rates. Since
January 1996 the Panel has used those study
[mdings to implement specific process and
procedural improvements to reduce
disencumbrances.
The BSA report reaffirmed the importance
of reducing disencumbrances and renewed the
Panel's commitment to doing so. Thus, in
1996-97, the Panel took the following additional steps:
•

began addressing controllable "risk
factors" in training proposals and
projects;

•

developed a policy limiting retraining in
an initial contract to no more than 200
hours for an individual trainee;

•

modified program procedures to allow
contractors to amend training
agreements without incurring
substantial contribution costs;

•

initiated mandatory orientation sessions
to better inform contractors regarding
the program; and

•

implemented a new application
process.

The Panel also plans a more comprehensive dis encumbrance study by an independent research organization in 1997-98 to
further determine reasons some contractors do not achieve their training project
goals.

New Application Process
A new application process was implemented on May 1, 1997 to be more
efficient and effective for both customers
and contract development staff. Under the
new process, prior to submitting an application, all potential contractors must attend
an orientation session, then have their
eligibility determined. Panel staff then will
visit the applicant's business site and
explain in detail the documents to be
completed and submitted in the application
package. Only then do potential contractors submit an application, after which
follow up and project development occur.
Preliminary data indicate the new process reduces much of the effort and
frustration applicants experienced with the
contracting process in the past. Once an
application is submitted under the new
process, the project is typically developed
and ready for Panel approval within four
weeks, a significant reduction from the
previous application processing time. The
anticipated benefits are faster contract
processing and more fully informed contractors, leading to better project planning
and improved contract completion rates.

"The employees have grown from the training, and
we can still see them growing. It's been an eye
opener for all of us.
JJ

Teresa Jackson,
Human Resources Manager
Beckman Instruments

According to Human Resources Manager, Teresa
Jackson, Panel-funded training was instrumental in
helping Beckman Instruments achieve significant
production gains last year. Jackson states, "The
success of the project was the result of total commitment of the company. Everyone bought into it from
the top down."
Established in Fullerton in 1935, Beckman Instruments manufactures products used in laboratories for
diagnostic medicine, bioresearch, and biotechnology.
Since 90 percent of its customers are based out of
state, Beckman realized that, in order to compete with
its out-of-state rivals, the Porterville (Tulare County)
facility, which employs 282 workers and produces the
printed circuit boards that are used as a component
of the [mal instrumentation made by Beckman
Instruments, had to reduce costs while implementing
new technologies and maintaining quality products
and services. Therefore, Beckman contracted with
the Panel and retrained 227 Porterville workers in
skills necessary to adapt to a high-performance
workplace.
Teresa Jackson describes the results of the training
as significant. "Employees were committed to the
training and are now applying the benefits of the
training on the job, as continuous quality improvement was implemented throughout the organization,"
she states. For both internal and external quality
measurements, defects were reduced by 50 percent.
One-hundred percent of employees are now working
on projects, and the company saw a savings of more
than $550,000 as a result of the training."
Teresa Jackson states that in addition to production increases, the training increased the motivation
and morale of employees, adding, "We are very glad
we did this."

Improvements in the
Agreement Process
The Panel implemented several key improvements
in the Agreement process which greatly assisted
contractors, including:
•

simplifying the Agreement document and
related forms;

•

streamlining requirements for subagreements;
and

•

implementing new Structured On-site Training
(SOST) procedures in all contracts, requiring
the tracking of trainers' time, with an emphasis
on trainees' achievement of competencies.

Updated Regulations
The Panel initiated a number of new regulations,
while modifying others, to facilitate the contracting
process, including:
•

enabling the Panel to contract with an employer
to train the workers of one or more of its
suppliers;

•

_reducing the minimum number of training hours
'from 100 to 40;

•

requiring substantial contributions on repeat
contractors under certain circumstances;

•

expanding the out-of-state competition policy to
include general manufacturing businesses which
do not necessarily have manufacturing Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes; and

•

modifying the record keeping requirements.

Information Technology
The Panel continued to improve its information
technology (IT) capabilities last year, upgrading its
ability to better serve both internal and external
customers. The Panel implemented an integrated
management information system (MIS), with on-line
availability for all staff, providing the ability to
immediately determine a contractor's status at any
point in the process -- from attendance at an orientation session through agreement development,
approval and implementation, and [mal close-out.
The result is better and quicker contract information
for staff and improved service to customers.

During the year, all Panel offices also converted to
the Windows 95 computer operating system,
providing staff with up-to-date software tools which
will facilitate the contracting process and customer
service. The Panel also opened a "home page" on
the World Wide Web, creating a vital new marketing
tool and information resource for current and
prospective contractors. The Panel's "home page"
features current information on the program, Panel
meeting dates, the contracting process, profiles of
completed projects, and consumer information
about subcontractors and consultants. It is anticipated the "home page" will soon feature additional
items such as contracting information and documents.

Training and TQM
With its emphasis on customer service and staff
development, the Panel continued to emphasize
training for all of its staff. Internal training was
provided to staff pertaining to the updated agreement document and the new application process, as
well as project monitoring. In addition, outside
vendors provided training for staff in job related
areas, such as updating computer skills, the information technology network, Total Quality Management
(TQM), and analytical skills.
The Panel continued to emphasize TQM for staff,
through Quality Improvement Teams (QIT) and
workgroups. QITs addressed the contract development, review and monitoring processes.
Workgroups addressed the fiscal process, monitoring, the new application process, new employee
orientations, and the Panel's staff reference manual,
an administrative and contracting guide for staff.

Serving Small Business
In response to the Legislature's direction to reach
out to small businesses with fewer than 100 employees, the Panel adopted a number of small
business initiatives intended to simplify its requirements for direct contracts with small business. The
Panel's small business initiatives served this category
of employers by:
•

waiving the substantial contribution
requirement on a repeat retraining

contractor and removing the double
enrollment restriction;
•

allowing flexibility on training
documentation and turnover rate
requirements; and

•

allowing reductions in training hours
close to the end of a contract.

The Panel also initiated several internal
procedures to improve services to this
category of employers. A Small Business
Specialist was designated in each field office
development unit to act as a liaison and
direct point of contact for small businesses,
under the direction of the Assistant Director
of Program Operations who oversees the
Panel's small business initiatives. The small
business specialists will also review, evaluate, and recommend future revisions to
Panel policies and directives affecting small
business.
Panel staff also initiated systems designed
to track funds used for small business
training projects, thereby assisting in more
efficiently and effectively providing services
to these contractors. Staff also implemented
a small business marketing plan.

Evaluating the
Program
The Panel continued to conduct and fund
research to ensure the program can respond
to the needs of California businesses and
workers in the midst of a changing economy,
technologies and business needs. Major
research activities last year included:

Small Business Study
Last year, the Panel completed and
published an internal study of its service to
small business. This study sought to determine ifETP training is meeting the needs of
small employers and how such training might
be improved. Results indicated the Panel is
achieving its priority of effectively meeting
the training needs of small business and
found that:

"While encouraged by increases in organizational
productivity, Hudson is now poised to substantially
benefit from a workforce who possesses a heightened
understanding of individual job functions and how
those functions contribute to the success of other
departments, to the company, and to the customers
and suppliers. "
Kevin Smith
Human Resources Development Manager
Hudson Respiratory Care, Inc.

Hudson Respiratory Care, Inc. (HRCI), located in
Temecula (Riverside County) and employing 436
workers, found ETP funding to be a key investment in
transitioning to a high-performance workplace. HCR!
manufactures respiratory care products, especially
gas and humidification systems, for customers which
include hospitals and distributors of medical products. Due to significant changes in the health care
industry in recent years, however, HCRI's competitive
advantage was threatened and company management
determined an investment was needed in new
technology, accompanied by retraining for its
workers.
HeR! invested $2 million in automating its mask
manufacturing process, which required workers to
learn the "Toyo" process, robotics, part handling
systems, and new computer applications. With the
company's focus on transitioning to a high-performance workplace, workers were introduced to
strategies and skills enabling them to adapt to an
organizational culture requiring problem solving and
team work. Panel funds enabled Hudson to successfully retrain 163 workers, with significant results.
According to Kevin Smith, Human Resource
Development Manager, "The training was very
positive ... Last year was a record year and we are on
the pace for another one this year.... There is also
more trust between the plant and the front office
now." He adds, "The effectiveness of this training is
reflected in our having met or exceeded our goals and
objectives established for 1996."
Ron Smith, Material Control Manager, agrees. "I
think everyone enjoyed the training. We are now
working well in teams and are following specific steps
in team building. Two new groups are starting up in
January... .If all companies used this approach, they'd
really achieve some savings."

"The ETP funds were a real incentive for our
company. We probably would not have gotten
the training done without them. "

•

almost 50 percent of Panel funds provide
training for small businesses;

•

consortia/training agency contractors
provide most ETP-funded training for
small businesses (i.e., accounting for 97
percent of all small businesses and 60
percent of all trainees);

•

most employer respondents felt the
training accomplished their goals, with
many noting reduced errors and increased
productivity among the benefits of
training;

•

most of the trainee respondents indicated
the training was useful; and

•

at the same time, there is a need to
minimize barriers in the contracting
process and facilitate small business
participation in ETP-funded training.

Kathleen Cryer, Training and Benefits
Manager Robert Shaw Controls Company
Robert Shaw Controls is one of five companies that participated in a Panel-funded consortium training project coordinated by the
American Gas Association, a non-profit trade
organization whose members include gas utility,
manufacturing, distribution, and service
companies.
During the early to mid-1990s, Association
members felt the financial effects of changes in
technology and the economic climate, especially
reduced demand from the construction industry.
In order to remain competitive and preserve
jobs, the companies knew they needed to adopt
new systems that would improve their ability to
change or enhance product offerings, provide
customer service, and lower costs through
increased productivity. To accomplish this,
company managers recognized the need to
upgrade employee skills. That is where the
Association became involved with ETP.
The Association proposed a training program
consisting of Statistical Process Control,
Production Techniques, Management Skills, and
Customer Service be provided, as appropriate,
to production, supervisorial, and administrative
staff. They then brought together five member
companies under one training contract with the
Panel, providing training for 860 member
employees. "We saw the consortium as the
most effective and efficient means of immediately providing the training necessary to
improve their competitive position," says
Association Branch Manager Phil Meadows.
"The ETP funds helped keep the focus on
upgrading staff technical competence."
Kathleen Cryer, of Robert Shaw Controls,
echoed those sentiments and describes the
resulting training project as a marked success.
"As a result of the training, we were able to get
a lot of quality assurance in place which helped
us pass our first ISO 9000 audit. I think it also
contributed to improved staff morale."

The Panel continues to use the information
obtained from this study to better serve small
employers.

Consultant Study
In 1996-97, researchers from California
State University, Northridge (CSUN) presented their study findings of the roles ofETP
Subcontractors and Consultants. Highlights
from the study include:
•

Many employers have and will continue to
rely on subcontractors and/or consultants
to provide training and administrative
services. Most employers surveyed were
satisfied with the services provided by the
subcontractor and/or consultant they
hired. However, because they pay for
such services with ETP funds, they often
use the fIrst subcontractor or consultant
available instead of doing comparison
shopping.

•

The market for subcontractor and
consultant services was found to be
inefficient, thereby allowing prices to
range significantly above the competitive
level.

Among the study's major recommendations
were that the Panel work to provide accessible consumer information on subcontractors
and consultants and provide training for
subcontractors and consultants on the
program. The Panel approved most of the
study's recommendations and staff began
providing potential contractors with enhanced
consumer information to consider before
hiring subcontractors or consultants.

Customer Surveys
The Panel continues seeking direct customer feedback to improve its responsiveness to customer needs. Last year, the Panel
again surveyed all contractors who discontinued their funding requests during the fiscal
year. This included 15 potential contractors
who withdrew funding requests and 54
contractors who terminated their contracts
after funds had been encumbered. Overall,
61 percent responded, with most attributing
internal or economic factors (e.g., changes in
business priorities or management, increased
production, and downsizing) as the major
reasons for withdrawn or terminated contracts. Respondents overwhelmingly rated
ETP staff responsiveness and technical
assistance highly, despite these contractors
being unsuccessful in the contracting process.
Many said they would consider applying for
another ETP-funded project.
The Panel also developed a new contract
close-out survey which will be conducted on
all employer contracts which complete on or
after July 1, 1997. This survey will be
conducted through personal interviews with
contractors at the conclusion of a project to
gather information to help the Panel make the
program more useful and valuable to its
customers.

"The project was pretty flawless ... it had a postiitve
effect on everything we do ... "
Jim Hughes, President
Hughes Bros. Aircrafters, Inc.

According to Jim Hughes, President of Hughes
Bros. Aircrafters, ETP-funded training brought
results which will continue to benefit the small
manufacturing firm for years to come. Hughes Bros.
is located in South Gate (Los Angeles County) and
manufactures compound contour sheet metal details
and related tooling by the drop hammer method. A
small business with only 14 employees when the
training began, Hughes was founded in 1948 as a
supplier for the aerospace and related industry. The
company's product line is divided between commercial, military, and the space program.

In recent years, the company's sales and products
had begun to be adversely affected by out-of-state
competition and a lagging California economy.
Thus, the firm determined it needed to increase its
operating efficiency and production, reduce costs
and meet customer demands for quality, price and
delivery. Hughes Bros. contracted with the Panel for
training to help it transition to a high-performance
workplace and to place greater reliance on its
frontline workers for product quality. The project
trained Hughes workers in Total Quality Management, Statistical Process Control, Blueprint Reading,
Basic Metallurgy and Heat Treating and Basic Shop
Math, as well as Teamwork, Leadership and Communication.
Jim Hughes describes the results as positive.
Benefits of the training included attainment of D-I
9000 Revision A certification, increased product
quality and production, and improved employee
morale .. Following the training, Hughes Bros. also
hired a number of new employees to handle increased business, virtually doubling the firms's
employee total.
According to Jim Hughes, "The training emphasized teams and team work ... which we are
continuing ... We accomplished the training by
shutting down the plant for two hours, twice a
month, to brainstorm the whole shop ...We've made a
lot of improvements ... "

Completed Contract Performance

Number of Contracts
Amount Earned
Retained in Employment

TOTAL

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

SET

152

138

14

$42,941,446

$40,480,738

$2,460,708

24,722

23,324

1,398

Review of fiscal year 1996-97 performance data
demonstrates the Panel again supported the California economy by funding high quality training for large
numbers of businesses and trainees at a low cost.
The results show 152 contracts completed, providing 2,237 employers with trained, highly-skilled
workers. These completed contracts earned $43
million and 24,722 workers were trained and
employed, including 1,030 unemployed persons
(new hires) and 23,692 retrainees. (Note that
contracts approved during 1996-97 are described
on page 7 under "Training Funds".)
1996-97 was the first fiscal year in which projects
under SET (initiated by legislation effective January
1, 1994) began to complete. The above table
indicates completed contracts by funding category,
according to whether they were Economic DevelopmentorSET.
It should be noted that many of the 14 SET
projects which completed last year resulted from an
initial request for proposal process the Panel initiated
to market SET to qualifying contractors. The intent
was to ensure unique and innovative projects outside
of the standard eligibility criteria in the job creation
and job retention funding categories. Last year's
results show SET has begun to successfully support
creative training approaches in areas such as advanced transportation, Geographic Information
Systems, and Computer-Assisted Drafting and
Design.

Training in completed contracts focused on skills
that assist employers in implementing technological
innovations or becoming high-performance workplaces. Courses such as Statistical Process Control,
Office Automation, Production Techniques, and
TQM provided workers with the high-level skills
required for long-term employment and to help
California employers remain competitive in the
international economy. The average cost of training
for new hires was $4,862; for retrainees it was
$1,599.
As in previous years, the training provided continued to be for employment in high-wage jobs. The-average post-training and retention wage for new
hires was $14.14 an hour; for retrainees it was
$15.92. The average new hire wage increased bymore than $4 an hour over the 1995 -96 average, a
dramatic increase attributable mainly to contracts
involving defense conversions to commercial applications in the aerospace industry. Retrainee average
wages also surpassed the previous year, from
$15.67 to $15.92 an hour. The table on the next
page displays the wage distribution for both retrainees and new hires. The relatively high wages at one
end of the scale (i.e., $21 or more per hour) were
largely the result of numerous contracts with emerging high-technology and biotechnology fmns, as well
as a number of high retrainee wages for frontline
workers and assemblers in aerospace related firms,
such as retraining for McDonnell Douglas employees.

FY 1996-97 Trainee Wage Distribution
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Literacy Training
In fiscal year 1996-97, 20 projects completed
which contained literacy components for 1,086
participants at a cost of $391 ,000 for the basic
skills training. The Panel supports literacy training,
defmed as writing, reading, language comprehension, math, and Vocational English as a Second
Language (VESL), where such training has a
demonstrated link to job skills training. Most
trainees participating in literacy training are frontline
workers in occupational categories such as production worker or assembler.

Comparison of Planned to
Actual Performance
The following table indicates planned and actual
enrollments and employment retention for the 199697 fiscal year. The table provides information on
completed contract performance by type of trainee.
It compares planned enrollments with actual enrollments and the subsequent employment and retention
of trainees for at least 90 days.

ENROLLMENTS

*

I

RETAINED IN EMPLOYMENT

New Hires

Retrainees

New Hires*

Planned

2,715

45,449

1,586

37,957

Actual

1,792

30,736

1,030*

23,692

% of Planned

66%

68%

65%

62%

Retrainees

The New Hire totals include 264 "recently employed" workers who were hired just prior to training.

Last year's completed contracts earned 64 percent
of planned dollars, up from the 57.5 percent earned
the prior year. The contracts achieved 68 percent of
total planned enrollments compared to 62 percent in
1995-96, while the percentage of actual placements
compared to total planned job placements was
constant at 63 percent.
As indicated, enrollment and completion rates for
FY 1996-97 contracts were lower than planned.
Several factors contributed to the lower rates. In
some cases, large training projects served fewer
trainees than originally planned due to companies'
inability to release trainees because of production
schedules. In other cases, economic factors such as
downsizing, business cutbacks, and changes in
management and company reorganizations caused
projects to be reduced in size.
In addition, last year's performance results include
8 projects in which funds were encumbered but in
which there were minimal enrollments and no placements (nor earnings). These projects completed
without placements for a variety of reasons, such as
company restructuring, management reorganizations
and layoffs, and bankruptcy.

Panel staff continue working with contractors to
identify and eliminate risk factors in contracts which
can lead to poor contract performance, as well as
identifying troubled projects early on, in order to
terminate them and re-encumber funds for projects
with more.likelihood of success. The results of
increased technical assistance for improving contract
performance will be evaluated in the future.

Service to Small Business
Small employers continued to be the major
customers for Panel training, representing 82 percent
of all the businesses served in contracts completing
last year. The Panel provided training funds for a
total of 2,237 businesses, of which 1,838 met the
Panel definition of a small business, i.e., had 250 or
fewer employees. A total of 1,117 small businesses
(50 percent of all businesses) served had 50 or
fewer workers, and 1,482 (66 percent of all businesses employed 100 or fewer workers). Overall,
small businesses earned 30 percent of all training
dollars expended last year and employed 50 percent
of all new hires and 28 percent of all retrainees. The
following table summarizes small business performance results.
The majority of businesses served by the Panel are
small businesses. The Panel serves small business
through both direct contracts with individual employers, as well as training agency and consortia contracts for groups of employers, primarily small
businesses. In last year's completed contracts, the
Panel contracted directly with 52 small businesses,
funding training for 2,607 trainees. The Panel also
had 34 training agency and consortia contracts,
which assisted 1,786 small businesses by training
4,531 workers.
Historically, a high percentage of businesses
served by the Panel have been the very smallest
businesses -- those with 50 or fewer workers. Last
year these businesses accounted for 61 percent of
all small businesses served as well as 50 percent of

1996-97 Small Business Results
Number of
Businesses

Retrainees

New Hires

$ Earned
(in millions)

1-50

1,117

1,811

349

$5.1

51-100

365

1,414

89

$2.5

101-250

356

3,399

76

$5.5

TOTALS

1,838

6,624

514

$13.1

Business Size

Panel Service by Size of Business
Business Size

FY 1992-93

FY 1993-94

FY 1994-95

FY 1995-96

FY 1996-97

53.1%

61.7%

56.6%

57.2%

49.9%

16.1%

16.5%

15.5%

14.5%

16.3%

14.3%

10.8%

11.8%

13.3%

15.9%

16.5%

11%

16.1%

15%

17.9%

1-50
51-100
101-250
251 or more

all businesses receiving training funds. Thus the
Panel continued its record of service to very small
employers. The above table displays the percentage
level of service to employers by size over the last
five years.
As indicated, the Panel has a solid record of
serving small business, with Panel funding providing
an essential resource for many small employers who
otherwise would have no means to train or retrain
workers.

Industry Comparison
Historically, ETP provides funding across all major
industries in California, with the majority of contracts
and funds going to the manufacturing sector. With
the enactment of 1994 legislation requiring increased
emphasis on retraining currently employed workers
in businesses facing out-of-state competition (i.e.,
predominantly the manufacturing industry), 1995-96
witnessed an increase in the percentage of dollars
earned by manufacturing contracts, as many of the

projects approved after January 1, 1994 began to
complete. Funds earned by manufacturing finns
continued at this high level for 1996-97, as more
contracts awarded under the new criteria completed. It is expected this will continue in the future
as funds are used primarily to support the retraining
of frontline workers in those industrial sectors that
provide the state's export base. The high percentage of funds earned by manufacturing companies
also resulted from the fact that consortia and training
agency contracts now primarily serve the manufacturing industry.
The following table displays the percentage
distribution ofETP contracts which served each
industry sector in fiscal year 1996-97, the percentage breakdown of funds earned by each sector, and
the California Industry Distribution (CID). The CID
represents the percentage distribution of California
businesses reporting taxable wages in calendar year
1996.

Training by Industry

ETP
Contracts

ETP
Dollars
CID

Agriculture

Construction

0%

0.7%

70.1%

0%

0.7%

4%

7.2%

Manufacturing Transportation

Trade

Finance

Services

Other

- 3.9%

7.1%

1.3%

16.9%

0%

72.2%

2.4%

6.6%

1.8%

16.3%

0%

6.1%

3.2%

24.5%

7.9%

45.80/0

1.3%

Trainee Characteristics
"Six months after the training, we had improved our
quality control, while at the same time, increasing
our wine cellar productivity by 35 percent. "
Colin McKechnie, Training Coordinator
Delicato Vineyards

Last year, Manteca (San Joaquin County) based
Delicato Vineyards used Panel funding to retrain its
workforce and respond to increasing out-of-state and
overseas competition. Delicato is the eighth largest
winery in the United States and operates the largest
single vineyard in the world. The company originated
as a family owned business in 1935 and continues to
provide secure employment to 186 workers.
Delicato's revenues come almost equally from the
provision of grape processing services to other
wineries and production of their own wines for sale
throughout the world.
The wine-making industry has been undergoing
rapid growth and change due to a boom in wine
popularity and consumer demand for more varietal
wines. Many of Delicato's competitors now operate
facilities outside the United States where production
and labor costs are lower. Company management
recognized the need to reduce product cycle time and
improve quality standards to remain competitive.
Thus, the company purchased state of the art
winemaking equipment and technology, while
focusing on employee training and development.
Because Delicato produces wines from individual
customer recipes, workers must be knowledgeable in
all areas of wine production. The company also
needed production employees to assume more
responsibility for product quality and output during
the busy grape crush season. To achieve these goals,
Delicato used Panel funding to retrain 56 workers, in
areas such as operating the new equipment, modem
computer skills, effective communication, customer
service, and teambuilding.
Training Coordinator Colin McKechnie speaks enthusiastically of the project's results, citing productivity gains and a
greater sense of teamwork among all employees, as well as a
renewed company commitment to ongoing instruction. "As a
result of the project, we began working in smaller teams and
were able to promote a number of our lead workers to supervisor. Everyone gained," he says.
Employees agree the training has had a positive effect on
the company and their individual jobs. Team Supervisor Chris
Perreira says, "We have a lot better understanding of the
whole operation and how everything fits together. The
brainstorming and open discussion during training helped us
agree on the best methods for doing each job."

In 1996-97 completed contracts, the
average trainee was more likely to be male
and older than typical representatives of the
labor force. This was most likely due to the
fact that most Panel trainees are employed
workers, who have been in the labor force
and were being retrained. The average
retrainee was a white male, 25 to 44 years
old, with a minimum of some college education. At the same time, the average new
hire was a white male, 25 to 44 years old,
with a high school diploma or better. Last
year, the Panel funded training for higher
percentages of new hires and retrainees
who were veterans or minority ethnic group
members than the percentages of employed
veterans and minorities in the overall population. A summary of demographic data is
presented on the next page.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PANEL TRAINEES
COMPARED TO CALIFORNIA LABOR FORCE

Characteristic

Employment Training Panel
New Hire
Retrainee
Percent
Percent

California Labor Force
Unemployed
Employed
1996
1996

SEX:
Female

38.0

37.9

44.1

44.1

Male

62.0

62.1

55.9

55.9

AGE:
<25
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

5.9
36.4
30.2
21.0
5.9
0.4

5.0
28.2
34.3
23.0
8.7
0.6

28.9
26.9
23.1
12.4
6.4
2.2

14.1
27.3
28.4
18.9
8.6
2.7

EDUCATION:
Less than H.S. grad.
H.S. graduate
Some College
College graduate
Post Graduate

0.2
33.0
46.6
18.0
2.2

6.3
23.6
36.0
27.1
7.0

20.2 aJ
24.7
28.3
26.8 aJ

20.2 aJ
24.7
28.3
26.8 aJ

MARITAL STATUS:
Married
Single

52.5
47.4

65.4
34.6

40.4 bl
41.6

57.2 bl
27.0

ETHNICITY:
White
Black
Hispanic
Asian
Native American
Other

55.0
9.9
19.3
11.9
1.2
2.5

51.4
5.6
26.4
11.4
2.3
2.6

41.0
10.8
39.2
8.4
0.6 cl

56.6
5.4
25.9
11.4
0.6 cl

VETERAN:
Yes
No

20.5
79.5

13.7
86.2

10.7 dl
99.4

10.7d/
89.3

a/ Percentages are for the total population 25 years and older. Data is not separated by individual category of
employed or unemployed. Combines the categories of college graduate and Post Graduate.

b/ Figures do not total 100 percent due to the elimination of individuals who are divorced, widowed, separated, or are
married but the spouse is absent.
c/ Combines the racial categories of Native American and Other.
d/ Data is not separated by individual category of employed or unemployed.
Unemployment and Civilian Labor Force data are based on the 1996 annual averages provided by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics in the Current Population Survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census. California Labor Force "Veteran"
category based upon 1991 data.
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APPENDIX A
REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE REPORT
Fiscal Year 1996-97

REVENUE
Yearly Appropriation

$85,079,297

Prior Year Disencumbrances

$41,204,905

$126,284,202

Total Revenue:

EXPENDITURES

Transfers:

Dept. of Social Services (GAIN)

($20,000,000)

EDD StatelLocal Labor Market Information

($2,850,044)

EDD Tax Collections Branch

($3,396,072)

Department of Industrial Relations

($2,809,000 )

Total Transfers:

($29,055,116)

Panel Expenditures:

Administrative

($9,257,756)

Marketing and Research

($1,969,572)

Training Funds Committed

($86,001.758)

Total Panel Expenditures

($97,229,086)

Total Expenditures:

$126,284,202

4

4

3

6

2

AL TERA CORP.
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

ALZA CORPORATION
Solano/Manufacturing

AMCAST PRECISION PRODUCTS
San Bernardino/Manufacturing

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

A-PLUS MANUFACTURING CORP.
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

--

4

ALLIED SIGNAL INC. OCEAN
SYSTEMS
Los Angeles/Manufacturing
CS, JIT, OA, PT, SPC,
Proj. Mgmt.

Customized printed circuit
boards & subsystems

Information services to
members engaged in gas
transmission & manufacturing

Castings

SPC, TOC, Team
Leadership,
Communication

CS, MS, PT, SPC

MRP, OA, SPC, TOC,
VESL

Controlled release medications Maintenance/lnstall.
& related products
Tech, OA, PT, SPC,
Team Concept

Semiconductor chips &
software

Sonar components, systems & MS, PT, TOC, Team
test equipment
Concept

Retrained workers to adapt to
high-performance workplace
implemented in response to
foreign competition .

**

Workers subject to displacement
unless trained to adapt to highperformance workplace.

Retrained for high-performance
workplace in response to
customer expectations.

Retrained workers to implement
new technologies & products
quickly in response to out-ofstate competition .

Retrained workers subject to
displacement caused by out-ofstate competition.

Planned to retrain workers to
adapt to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

e

CAD/CAM, MS, MRP,
OA, TOC, Sales

Aircraft power units and
avionics

4

ALLIED SIGNAL AEROSPACE
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

31

860

136

157

$38 ,166

$1 ,103,291

$160,452

77.6%

70.2%

63.1%

45.5%

Special Employment Training (SET) category.

0

0

0

0

$257,296

12.8%

$60,091
59

0.0%

$0

0

0.4%

$5 ,656

85 .6%

7

0

j

I

85.8%1

84.7%

PERCENT
EARNED

· $436,856

$440,834

$148,714

EARNED

410

382

0

0

0

Converted to high-performance
workplace & retrained workers
who otherwise would be
displaced .

SPC, TOC

Computer storage devices

4

AKASHIC SUBSTRATE, INC.
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

Retrained workers to reduce
cycle time & increase customer
retention.

0

Trained workers in new systems
that provide quicker turnaround,
higher quality and lower prices.

SPC, TOC

Computer storage media

4

AKASHIC MEMORIES CORP.
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

140

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES
0

REASON FOR TRAINING
Implemented new processes in
response to out-of-state
competition & retrained
workforce.

TYPE OF TRAINING

Precision surgical instruments Team, Leadership &
& attachments
Communications,
Problem Solving

PRODUCT/SERVICE

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

3M MEDICAL PRODUCTS &
TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
Orange/Manufacturing

CONTRACTOR
COUNTYIINDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

I
3

3

2

4

BHP COATED STEEL CORP.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

BIRD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
Riverside/Manufacturing

.. t 'l
CALEX
Contra Costa/Manufacturing

CALIFORNIA HYATT
CORPORA TION
San Francisco/Services

-

4

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC.
Tulare/Manufacturing

...

Hotel & resort management

4

BAY CITY FLOWER, INC.
San Mateo/Agriculture

'.,

Converters

4

BASIC VEGETABLE, INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

Diversified products & services in
response to out-of-state
competition.

PT

& instrumentation

Increased employee productivity
to meet global competition .
Trained staff in skills required to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

CS, MS, SPC, Team
Concepts
Asbestos Removal ,
Maintenance/Install.
Tech, OA, Team
Concept, TOC, Sales

Planned to retra in workers to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace aimed at improving
product costs & quality.

To compete with out-of-state
rivals, implemented new
technologies & retrained
workforce.

Upgraded employee skills to
adapt to high-performance
workplace.

SPC, Team Concepts,
Team Leadership &
Communications

TOC

CS, MS, MRP, OA, PT, Trained staff in skills required to
adapt to a high-performance
SPC, TOC
workplace.

Hospital respiratory equipment MS, MRP, OA, PT,
SPC, TOC

Metal coating

Printed circuit boards

Potted ornamental plants &
flowers

Dehydrated vegetables

MS, OA, PT, Team
Concept

Valves , switches , &
transducers

3

BARKSDALE, INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

Trained workers to make cultural
change to a high-performance
workplace with secure
employment.

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

SPC, TOC

Aircraft parts

2

AVIONICS SYSTEMS, INC. DBA
TOWER AVIA TION
Alameda/Services

Training project for individuals
with barriers to employment.

REASON FOR TRAINING

Retrained workers in
manufacturing capabilities
introduced in response to out-ofstate competition.

Carpentry, CAD,
computerized machine
operation

TYPE OF TRAINING

Automotive electrical products CS , MS, OA, PT, TOC,
Sales

Vocational training & job
placement

PRODUCT/SERVICE

3

6

BUSINESS
SIZE·

AUTOMOTIVE IMPORTING MFG.
Sacramento/Manufacturing

San Francisco/Services

**

ASIAN NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN

CONTRACTOR
COUNTYIINDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

0

0

0

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

29

1,410

$1,900,080

$103,769

$0

0

45

$137,496

$472,844

$34,320

$762,970

$192,948

$82,824

$148 ,244

$240,120

EARNED

26

227

44

291

113

58

112

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

86 .8%

73.5%

0.0%

67.2%

79 .1%

95.7%

100.0%

58.2%

82 .9%

81.5%

73.6%

PERCENT
EARNED

I

4

4

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIA TION/SEAGA TE
RECORDING MEDIA GROUP
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

CALIFORNIA MORTGAGE
BANKERS ASSOCIATION
San Diego/Finance

Santa Clara/Services

PT,SPC

TYPE OF TRAINING

Non-profit vocational training
school

Food preparation

Nurses Aid, OA,
Mntce/lnstall Tech

OA, Sales Techniques

Training injured & displaced
adults in construction
specialties
Vocational skills training

Support

Vocational training & job
placement

New hire training for employers
who expanded or relocated in
California.

Training project for employers
who expanded in California .

Train ing project developed
career ladders for displaced
workers.

Retrained workers for greater
efficiency & competitiveness to
facilitate conversion to highperformance workplaces.

°

°

135

175

54

$62,062

$390 ,634

$116,925

$150,690

$64,326

$26,918

$387,551

292

43

$212,733

$215,713

$10,337

243

164

8

EARNED

!

54.3%

83.4%

43.8%

24.6%

13.6%

4.3%,

39.2%

73.7%

83.5%

12.1%

PERCENT
EARNED

** Special Employment Training (SET) category.

7

39

°

°

°

Project encouraged the
development of the advanced
transportation industry.

Vocational training & job
placement
Advanced
Transportation
Technology

°

Transitioned to high-performance
workplace in face of increased
out-of-state competition .

Business services to mortgage CS , MS
bankers

°

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

°

TOC

°

°

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

Trained staff in new processes
implemented in response to
customer demands for an
improved product.

REASON FOR TRAINING

MS, OA, PT, SPC,TOC Retrained workers subject to
displacement due to out-of-state
competition .

Electronic data storage
devices

Boron compounds

MS , SPC, Team
Electron ic components,
measurement instrumentation, Concepts, Sales
optics

Agricultural related chemicals
& latex

PRODUCT/SERVICE

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

CHINA TOWN AMERICAN COOKS
SCHOOL
San Francisco/Services
6

6

CENTER FOR EMPLOYMENT

**

6

CAREER MANAGEMENT
INSTITUTE
Orange/Services

TRAINING

6

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV. LONG
BEACH
Los Angeles/Services

Los Angeles/Services

**

6

4

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIATION/U.S. BORAX
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIV.
INSTITUTE, OFFICE OF THE
CHANCELLOR

3

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIA TION/COHERENT
AUBURN GROUP
Placer/Manufacturing

~Iameda/Manufacturing

CALIFORNIA MANUFACTURERS
ASSOCIA TION/DOW CHEMICAL

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
- COMPLETED CONTRACTS

CS, MS, TOC

Motion picture processing &
duplication
Filtration elements

Personal computers, work
CS, MS, OA, SPC
stations, & integrated systems

4
4

2

2

3

4

3

4

3

CON-WAY WESTERN EXPRESS
AlamedalTransportation

COST CARE, INC.
Orange/Services

CRITERION MACHINE WORKS
Orange/Manufacturing

CXR TELCOM CORPORATION
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

DELICA TO VINEYARDS
San Joaquin/Manufacturing

DELUXE LABORATORIES
Los Angeles/Services

DESALINA TION SYSTEMS, INC.
San Diego/Manufacturing

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.
Santa Clara/Retail

DIGITRAN, DIV. OF XCEL CORP.
San Bernardino/Manufacturing
I

CS, MS, OA, PT

Wine

6

CONTRA COSTA CO. OFFICE OF
EDUCATION
Contra Costa/Services

e

4

OA, Asbestos Removal

Parts Lister Operation

Thumbwheel switches

MS, MRP, OA, SPC,
Team Concept, TOC

Telecommunications test
equipment

OA,SPC

PT

Abestos Removal,
CAD/CAM, CNC, CS,
MS, PT, SPC, TOC

High speed boring tools

Medical care cost management Computer Software
services

Freight transportation services Driving

Vocational training

Specialty printing, graphic
production & information
handling systems

CS,OA

CONTINENTAL GRAPHICS
Orange/Manufacturing

Job training and placement

6

TYPE OF TRAINING

COMMUNITY CAREER EDUCATION
CENTER
San Mateo/Services

PRODUCT/SERVICE

BUSINESS
SIZE*

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

0

0

Retrained workers subject to
displacement caused by out-ofstate competition .
To remain viable, company
upgraded employee skills to .
adapt to high-performance
workplace.

0

0

0

0

0

0

2·

22

45

36

85

176

3

268

56

44

42

23

0

0

0

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

Trained workers in new
automated processes introduced
to transition to a highperformance workplace .

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

Trained staff in skills required to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

Provided workers with skills
required in a high-performance
workplace.

In order to remain viable and
preserve employee jobs,
computer systems were updated .

New hire training for employer
who expanded in California .

New hire training for employers
who expanded or relocated in
California.

New hire training for company
who expanded in California.

New hire training in automation
skills required by employers who
expanded or located in
California.

REASON FOR TRAINING

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

$159,726

$187 ,878

$3,120

$424,192

$64,224

$113,179

$82,981

$40,449

$8,336

$136,532

$184,500

$193,320

EARNED

94.8%

15.4%

3.5%

92.2%

89.6%

52 .9%

88.2%

41 .0%

2.0%

33.3%

45.0%

90.9%

PERCENT
EARNED

I

**

-----------

.

-----

Environmental
Technician

Adult education

6

Training in environmental
technology & pollution
prevention .

Training for employers who
relocated or expanded in
California.

Adapted to a high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition and prevented
worker displacement.

0

88

68

635

148

64

53

207

19

125

1,313

$285 ,052

$634,550

$122 ,208

$1 ,350 ,830

$296 ,300

$55 ,735

$67,294

58 .0%

69.5%

26.5%

100.0%

78.7%

54.1%

50.6%

85.1%

96.4%

- $40 ,220

$283,588

81 .6%

43.8%

PERCENT
EARNED

$130,954

$1 ,853,511

EARNED

Special Employment Training (SET) category.

40

68

0

116

0

0

0

0

0

0

264

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

**

Retrained in automation skills for
workers subject to displacement.

Acquired new skills to improve
processes implemented in
response to out-of-state
competition .

Trained staff in skills required to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

Orange/Services

FULLERTON COLLEGE

Computer

FULLERTON COLLEGE
Orange/Services

Adult education

4

FOX RIVER PAPER CO.
San Joaquin/Manufacturing

6

6

FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATIONAL
ACHIEVEMENT
San Diego/Services

CS, OA, PT, SPC,
Mntc/lnstall Tech ,
Team , Leadership &
Communication

3

FAIRCHILD CAMLOC/RAM
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

CS , MS, OA, PT, SPC

Printed products, display
materials & p'ackaging

Printing paper & specialty
paper

3

F.B. PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

MS, OA, TOC

Environmental remediation

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition.

Company retrained workers as it
converted from military to
commercial markets.

CAD/CAM, CS , MS,
MRP, PT, TOC, Sales

Power sources & power
conditioning equipment

OA

4

ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMICAL
CORP.
San Mateo/Transportation

Trained frontline workers to
improve product output & quality.

MS, SPC, TOC

Heavy duty truck exhaust
systems

Vocational training & job
placement

4

ELGAR CORPORATION
San Diego/ Manufacturing

Training in skills that were
necessary to continue adaptation
to high-performance workplace.

CS,PT, SPC,Team
Concept, Sales

Ceramics & related materials
for crafters & hobbyists

CS, JIT, Team,
Leadership &
Communications

2

DYNAFLEX PRODUCTS
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

Job creation & retraining that
assisted in the retention &
expansion of the manufacturing
workforce.

REASON FOR TRAINING

MS , OA, PT, SPC,
Team Leadership &
Communication

TYPE OF TRAINING

Aircraft components

PRODUCT/SERVICE

Fastener systems for
electronics, transportation &
industrial markets

4

DUNCAN ENTERPRISES
Fresno/Manufacturing

o

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., DIV.
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

I

0

Retrained workers subject to
displacement and provided skills
required by employers who
adapted to a high-performance
workplace.
Retrained to adapt to a highperformance workplace.

CAD/CAM, OA, TOC

SPC, Team Leadership
& Communication,
Problem Solving

Job training & placement

Audio mixing & processing
equipment

0

Retrained wokers in Demand
Flow Production System
implemented to more efficiently
move products from concept to
production .
PT, SPC, TOC, Work
Teams

Systems & equipment for the
communications industry

Converted to high-performance
Customized food processing & CAD/CAM, CS, OA,
SPC, Team Leadership workplace to effect needed
packaging equipment
changes in operating processes.
& Communication

4

4

HARRIS CORP. - DRACON
DIVISION
Ventura/Manufacturing

HEA T & CONTROL, INC.
IAlameda/Manufacturing

--

0

Diversified products & services in
response to out-of-state
competition .
Network management

Surveillance, reconnaissance,
& countermeasure systems

4

GTE GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS
Santa Clara/Services

0

0

Retrained workers subject to
displacement caused by out-ofstate competition.

OA, LAN-computer

0

Vocational skills training

6

GLENDALE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
Los Angeles/Services

0

Workforce faced displacement
unless efficiency & productivity
were improved through
retraining.

CS, MS , MRP, OA, PT,
SPC

Disposable specialty surgical
devices

6

3

GISH BIOMEDICAL, INC.
Orange/Manufacturing

0

Workers subject to displacement
unless trained in new
programming languages.

Computer training

Turnkey computer systems

GROSSMONT COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
San Diego/Services

3

GERS RETAIL SYSTEMS
San Diego/Retail

0

Updated production workers'
skills to improve product quality
& reduced costs in response to
out-of-state competition.

OA, SPC, Mntce/lnstall
Technician

Corrugated paper containers

1

4

GEORGIA - PACIFIC
CORPORA TION
OrangeiTransportation

0

$4 ,429,750

2,726

47.8%

100.0%

83.3%

69.8%

$24,881

$216,103

$195,330

$194,480

93

130

124

11

96.0%

100.0%

77.0%

34.8%

11.4%

75.0%

PERCENT
EARNED

$18,960
24

$238,960

$35,182

$29,040

$7,531,143

EARNED

110

34

11

1400

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

Diversified products in response
to out-of-state competition &
trained workers in new
processes .

REASON FOR TRAINING

PT

TYPE OF TRAINING

Pharmaceuticals

PRODUCT/SERVICE

GRAHAM-PATTEN SYSTEMS, INC.
Nevada/Manufacturing

5

BUSINESS
SIZE*

GENENTECH, INC.
San Mateo/Manufacturing

CONTRACTOR
COUNTYIINDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

,

/
To remain viable in California ,
company introduced new
technology wh ich required
workforce retraining .

1

1

4

4

6

HUGHES BROS. AIRCRAFTERS,
INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

HUMBOLDT MARINE SERVICES
Humboldt/Manufacturing

IMPCO TECHNOLOGIES
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

INLAND CONTAINER CORP.
San Joaquin/Manufacturing

INSTITUTE OF COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
Los Angeles/~ervices

CS , MS , OA, PT, SPC ,
TOC

Alternate fuel management
systems

Computer skills training

OA

Corrugated boxes & containers MS , OA, SPC

PT, Sales Techniques

Fu"-service boat yard

Sheet metal products & related SPC , TOC, Team
Leadership &
tooling for aerospace
Communication

Software engineering services Software engineering

Retrained unemployment
insurance recipients &
exhaustees in demand skills .

Retrained workers to create a
high-performance workplace in
response to an increasingly
competitive marketplace.

**

0

Retrained workers in new
processes implemented to
diversify product line & remain
competitive.

0

134

111

7

13

97

0

$178 ,752

$143,936

$176 ,030

$14,077

$20 ,631

$63,844

$46 ,760

$273 ,716

$0

0

163

$0

0

EARNED

48 .5%

61.2%

52 .1%

58 .6%

92 .9%

11 .1%

80.8%

43.5%

0.0%

0.0%

PERCENT
EARNED

Special Employment Training (SET) category.

53

0

0

0

Trained frontline workers in skills
needed to adapt to a highperformance workplace .

In order to remain competitive ,
trained workers to become
partners in continuous
improvement process .

0

8

0

0

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

Updated worker skills to prevent
their displacement.

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

4

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.,
SOFTWARE
Orange/Manufacturing

Los Angeles/Manufacturing

**

Document production services CS , Team Leadership & Project provided new hire
Communication
training to individuals with
barriers to full-time employment.

4

HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO. ,

ELECTRO-OPTICAL SYSTEMS

Respiratory care products

OA, PT

Planned to retrain workers in
skills necessary to adapt
technology to commercial
applications .

Planned to modernize plant in
response to out-of-state
competition & retrain workforce.

REASON FOR TRAINING

Aerospace ordnance & related CAD/CAM , OA, MRP
products

MRP, OA, PT, TOC,
Team Leadership &
Communication

TYPE OF TRAINING

4

3

HI-SHEAR TECHNOLOGY CORP.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

Pet food formulas

PRODUCT/SERVICE

HUDSON RESPIRATORY CARE,
INC.
Riverside/Manufacturing

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

HILL'S PET NUTRITION, INC.
Los Angeles/Retail

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

0

0

Needed to learn to work in teams
to solve problems & meet
customer expectations or lose
business to out-of-state
competitors.
Adopted new systems in
response to out-of-state
competition & retrained workers.

CS, TOC, Train the
Trainer

CS, MS, OA, PT, TOC

Postal, business &
communication services

Janitorial & other chemical
specialty products

3

2

MAINTEX, INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

0

MAIL BOXES, ETC.
San Diego/Services

CAD/CAM, CS, OA, PT, To remain competitive in
interstate commerce, retrained
Team Concepts
workers to shorten process &
delivery times.

Nameplates, tags, labels &
aluminum foil stock

3

LUSTRE-CAL NAMEPLATE
CORPORA TION
San Joaquin/Manufacturing

0

Retrained workers threatened by
displacement due to out-of-state
competition .

OA

Vocational skills training

6

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY
MEDICAL CENTER
San Bernardino/Services

0

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

SPC, TOC

Tortillas, chips , salsa, spices

2

e

LA TORTILLA FACTORY
Sonoma/Food process.

0

Retrained workers subject to
displacement caused by out-ofstate competition .

CS, MS, OA

Plumbing products

3

KIRKHILL INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

0

4

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition.

MRP, OA, SPC, Team
Concept, TOC, ISO
9000

Fasteners for the
transportation industry

14 .

0

0

0

$125,722

77

44

$64,656

$63,406

$693,216

522

53

$28,161

$17,316

$326,832

$100,080

27

18

236

0

$15,024

$32,424

21

11

$76,670

EARNED

66

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

KA YNAR TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Orange/Manufacturing

San Francisco/Services

**

Vocational training & job
placement

Training project for individuals
with barriers to employment.

6

JEWISH VOCATIONAL & CAREER
COUNSELING (JVS)
CAD/CAM

Trained frontline workers to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

CS, OA, PT, SPC

2

JASON NATURAL PRODUCTS, INC
Los Angeles/Retail
Natural cosmetics & related
products

Trained in skills necessary to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

OA, PT, SPC, TOC ,
Sales

Electronic inputlotput devices

4

ITT CANNON
Orange/Manufacturing

Employee jobs threatened by out
of-state competition & trained in
new processes to remain
competitive.

REASON FOR TRAINING

MS, MRP, SPC, ISO
9000

TYPE OF TRAINING

Aircraft components

PRODUCT/SERVICE

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

INTERSTA TE ELECTRONICS
CORP.
Orange/Manufacturing

CONTRACTOR
COUNTYIINDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

70.6%

66.1%

67.9%

98 .5%

84.4%

57.8%

37.0%

100.0%

50 .1%

2.8%

7.4%

PERCENT
EARNED

,

4

6

6

MARRIOTT'S DESERT SPRINGS
RESORT&SPA
Riverside/Services

MARTINEZ BUSINESS TRAINING
CENTER
Contra Costa/Services

MARTINEZ BUSINESS TRAINING

3

3

2

4

4

6

MEKTEC
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

NCHIP
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

OAK PAPER PROD. INC. DBA
ACORN PAPER
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

OAKLEY, INC.
Orange/Manufacturing

ORTEL CORPORATION
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

OXMAN COLLEGE
San Francisco/Services

CS, MS, MRP, PT,
VESL

Sports & recreational
sunglasses & goggles

Vocational training

CAD/CAM,OA

MS, OA, PT, TOC,
Sales

CS, MS, PT, Sales
Techniques

Paper products, office & food
supplies

SPC, TOC, Team
Concepts

PT, SPC, TOC

Linear fiberoptic products

Training project for displaced
military base employees.

Retrained workers threatened by
displacement due to out-of-state
competition.

Retrained workers subject to
displacement due to out-of-state
competition.

Retrained workers to improve
product cycle time & reduce
scrap in order to compete
globally.

REASON FOR TRAINING

Retrained for workers subject to
displacement due to out-of-state
competition.

Retrained frontline workers in
high volume, assembly line
operation .

Retrained workers in new
manufacturing techniques in
order to remain competitive .

Trained staff to be more efficient
& effective in face of out-of-state
competition .

81

62

144

40

0

30

0

0

47

221

194

$220,131

$54,216

$179,667

$55,859

$0

$33,571

$0

$125,109

$46,179

$242,684

$343,312

EARNED

85.5%

17.2%

24.5%

41.4%

0.0%

50.8%

0.0%

45.9%

32.9%

92.2%

77.3%

PERCENT
EARNED

Special Employment Training (SET) category.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

**

Planned to train frontline workers
in skills required in a highperformance workplace.

Retrained workers to adapt to
high-performance workplace
implemented in response to outof-state competition.

Asbestos Removal, MS, Planned to acquire new skills to
OA, PT, Team Concepts improve processes implemented
in response to out-of-state
competition.

CAD/CAM

CAD/CAM,OA

CS, MS

OA, PT, SPC, TOC,
Sales Techniques

TYPE OF TRAINING

Multichip Modules

Flexible printed circuit boards

Toys

Vocational skills training

Vocational skills training

Resort hotel & convention
center

Dried fruit

PRODUCT/SERVICE

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

4

MA TTEL OPERATIONS, INC.
San Bernardino/Manufacturing

Contra Costa/Services

CENTER **

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

MARIANI PACKING CO., INC.
Santa Clara/Food process.

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

,

Diversified products and
processes in response to out-ofstate competition .
To meet customer demand &
remain competitive, trained
workers in high-performance
techniques.

MRP, OA, TOC, Time
Management

CS, MS, OA, TOC,
Sales
OA, PT, SPC, TOC,
VESL, Basic Math

Printed circuit boards

Telephone systems

Pizza toppings

Italian sausage

Food products in individual
serving sizes

4

2

4

1

4

3

1

4

PACIFIC WESTERN EXTRUDED
PLASTICS
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

PANAMAX, INC.
Marin/Manufacturing

PARKER HANNIFIN CORP-RACOR
DIV.
Stanislaus/Manufacturing

PHASE II
San Mateo/Manufacturing

PLANT EQUIPMENT, INC.
Riverside/Manufacturing

POCINO FOODS COMPANY
Los Angeles/Food process .

PONTRELLI & LARICCHIA, LTD.
Los Angeles/Food Process.

PORTION PAC., A SUB OF HEINZ
USA
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

0

0

0

Trained workers to convert to a
high-performance workplace to
effect changes in operating
processes.
In order to remain competitive &
improve customer satisfaction ,
trained workers to adapt to highperformance workplace.

Retrained workers to adapt to
CS, MS, OA, SPC,
TOC, Sales Techniques diversified products & processes
necessitated by out-of-state
competition .

SPC, TOC, Team
Leadership &
Communication

0

CNC,MS,OA,PT,SPC Provided workers new skills to
respond to customer demands
for higher quality, lower cost
products .

$427,360

237
0

65 .3%

89.1%

$47,632

36 .3%

50 .3%

70 .8%

44.1%

56.9%

75.9%

68.9%

43.3%

PERCENT
EARNED

$55,389

$55,784

$60,350

$128,394

$90 ,524

$317,164

$55,478

$291,236

17

31

53

34

156

40

168

28

155

EARNED

0

0

Fuel/water separators , liquid
filtration systems

Trained workers to adapt to a
high-performance workplace
which was implemented in
response to customer demands
for improved quality.

CS, MS, OA, PT, SPC,
TOC

0

Power protection products

Workers need to be trained for
computerized equipment
introduced in response to out-ofstate competition .

0

MS, OA, PT, SPC

Upgraded employee skills to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

PVC pipe

MS, SPC, TOC

Quartz parts for
semiconductors

2

Retrained workers for new
product line introduced to meet
out-of-state competition .

PACIFIC QUARTZ, INC.
Orange/Manufacturing

Maintenance/Install.
Tech ., MS, OA, PT,
Team Leadership &
Communication

Tortilla, corn & potato chips

REASON FOR TRAINING

4

TYPE OF TRAINING

PACIFIC COAST MFG.lFRITO-LAY,
INC.
Kern/Manufacturing

PRODUCT/SERVICE

BUSINESS
SIZE*

CONTRACTOR
COUNTYIINDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

4

6

QUALEX, INC.
Statewide/Retail

QUALITY CARE HEALTH
FOUNDATION

4

4

RICOH ELECTRONICS INC.
Orange/Manufacturing

RIVERSIDE CEMENT COMPANY
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

ROGER CLEVELAND GOLF CO.
Orange/Manufacturing

CS, MS, OA, PT, SPC,
Electronics

Photofinishing

6

6

SACRAMENTO URBAN LEAGUE
Sacramento/Services

SAN DIEGO CONSORTIUM PIC
San Diego/Manufacturing

OA

CS

Retrained workers of small &
medium-sized businesses
threatened by out-of-state
competition . Also trained new
hires for employers who
relocated or expanded in
California .

New hire training for employers
who relocated or expanded in
California .

0

0

52

16

100

0

635

39

187

248

93.4%

40.4%

$127 ,088

$466 ,620

42.5%

56.8%

57 .3%

72 .9%

92 .0%

$626,973

$46,164

$284,752

$212 ,751

Special Employment Training (SET) category.

, ------

**

Trained staff in high-performance
workplace skills required to meet
out-of-state competition.

Retrained workers in new
processes required in a highperformance workplace .

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

Job training and placement

Promote racial equality &
economic advancement

Food and related products for
the food service industry

4

RYKOFF-SEXTON, INC.
Los Angeles/Retail

CS, MS , OA, PT,
Driving, Sales,
Warehouse

CS , OA, SPC, Team
Concept

Golf clubs

0

Employee jobs were threatened
by out-of-state competition &
were trained in new processes to
remain competitive .

3

0

Asbestos removal, SPC Trained staff in skills required to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace .

Copiers, sorters , and supplies

MS , OA, PT, SPC

0

Retrained workers subject to
displacement caused by out-ofstate competition .

$89,314

63.5%

$317,128
507

0

53

59.4%

$419,749

0

67.3%

399

PERCENT
EARNED

$15,356

EARNED

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES
11
0

CNC

Project implemented to reduce
employee turnover.

Upgraded workers skills to
improve product quality
demanded by customers.

Trained employees to work as a
team in a high-performance
environment.

REASON FOR TRAINING

Vocational skills training

Educational programs for long- TOC
term health care industry

TOC

TYPE OF TRAINING

Motion control & automation
devices

PRODUCT/SERVICE

Cement products

e

6

RANDS SYSTEMS, INC.
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

Santa Clara/Services

**

1

BUSINESS
SIZE*

POWER TRANSMISSION
SPECIALITIES
Los Angeles/Services

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

I

Retrained workers subject to
displacement in occupations
where there are skill shortages .

Automotive technology training TOC, Smog Certificate

6

Gas turbine & turbo-machinery CAD/CAM , MS, OA, PT, In order to compete in global
markets, trained workers to
SPC, TOC
systems
adapt to high-performance
workplace.

0

696

$501,237

$64,661

65

0

4

Trained workers to transition to
high-performance workplace in
response to out-of-state
competition.

SOLAR TURBINES, INC.
San Diego/Manufacturing

CS , MS, MRP, Team
Concepts, ISO 9000

Electronic monitoring systems

& software

3

SKF CONDITION MONITORING,
INC.
San Diego/Retailing

$679,600

323
0

Asbestos Removal, CS , In order to lower costs and
remain competitive , company
MS, OA, PT, SPC,
Team Concepts, Sales trained workers in new
processes .

Printing and specialty paper
products

SIMPSON PAPER CO.
Shasta/Manufacturing

4

$228,326

92
24

New hire training for employers
who relocated or expanded in
California & retra ined displaced
workers .

Graphic Design

Vocational training & job
placement

6

SILICON VAllEY COllEGE
Alameda/Services

46.7%

$131,040

61 .0%

70.6%

67.7%

77.1%

24.6%

62.6%

100.0%

66.0%

88 .1%

PERCENT
EARNED

$285 ,728

$87,119
0

Retrained workers in skills
required by implementation of
new systems introduced in
response to out-of-state
competition .

CAD/CAM , MS, MRP,
OA, SPC, TOC

3

SIEMENS DUEWAG CORP.
Sacramento/Manufacturing

84

41

$1,438 ,243

$145,110

$74,370

EARNED

58

0

0

Light Rail Vehicles

iAlameda/Services

SEQUOIA INSTITUTE **

Staff threatened by displacement
unless trained in new automated
system .

Information services & training Computer Software

4

275

145

Retrained unemployment
insurance recipients &
exhaustees in demand skills.
Also , retrained workers in skills
to remain competitive.

SCIENCE APPLICATION
INTERNATIONAL CORP.
San Diego/Services

CNC

Job training & placement

6

185

37

0

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

In order to remain viable, the
company retra ined workers to
improve quality & productivity.

Trained workers in new hardware
& software which was
implemented to remain
competitive.

REASON FOR TRAINING

SAN FRANCISCO NATIONAL
TOOLING & MACHINING
ASSOCIA TION
Santa Clara/Manufacturing

CS, MS

Drafting

TYPE OF TRAINING

Resort hotel

Energy management &
distribution

PRODUCT/SERVICE

4

4

BUSINESS
SIZE*

SAN DIEGO PRINCESS RESORT
San Diego/Services

San Diego/Transportation

SAN DIEGO GAS & ElECTRIC**

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

,

6

3

4

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO ADUL T
EDUCATION
San Mateo/Services

SPECTRAGRAPHICS
CORPORA TION
San Diego/Manufacturing

STREAM INTERNATIONAL, INC.

4

4

3

1

6

6

SUPERIOR FIREPLACE
Orange/Manufacturing

SVG THERMCO SYSTEMS
Orange/Manufacturing

TELEDYNE BROWN ENGINEERING
los Angeles/Manufacturing

THE SPICE HUNTER, INC.
San luis Obispo/Food process.

UAW/LETC EMPLOYMENT &
TRAINING CORPORATION
los Angeles/Services

UNITED EDUCATION INSTITUTE
Orange/Services

Electron icsfTelecomm
Tech

Job training & placement

Retrained unemployment
insurance recipients &
exhaustees in demand
occupations .

Workers subject to displacement
unless trained in new techniques .

REASON FOR TRAINING

Asbestos Removal , MS , Retrained workers subject to
OA
displacement due to out-of-state
competition .

Vocational skills training

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

Upgraded employee skills in
response to customer demands
for improved quality.

Planned to update worker skills
in new product qua lity standards
implemented in response to outof-state competition.

TOC, Hazardous Waste New hire training for businesses
that relocated or expanded in
California and invested in the
training of frontline workers.

CS, MS, MRP, OA, PT,
SPC, TOC

CAD/CAM , MRP, OA,
PT, SPC

SPC, TOC

Vocational skills training

Specialty & gourmet products

Sensing systems for gases &
liquids

Diffusion furnaces

**

286

0

14

156

0

36

160

123

$304,052

$10,822

$27,860

$245 ,566

$0

$35,412

57.4%

10.2%

43 .6%

74.5%

0.0%

43 .9%

47.3%

33.6%

$129 ,463

$202 ,940

21.5%

30 .5%

69.1%

PERCENT
EARNED

. $41 ,229

$26 ,936

$43,792

EARNED

Special Employment Training (SET) category.

0

2

0

0

0

0

Trained workers in skills required
by technology introduced in
response to out-of-state
competition .

CAD/CAM , MS, OA,
TOC

Fireplaces & accessories

0

0

Trained staff in new systems
implemented in response to outof-state competition .

Asbestos Removal, CS, Retrained workers in skills
needed for new systems
MS,OA
implemented in response to outof-state competition.

MS, PT, SPC, Sales
Techniques

32

0

8

0

43

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

Financial services

Technical documentation

Computer graphics software & CS , MS , OA , Comp~er Retrained workers because
hardware
programming
goods & services were
diversified .

OA, PT, Hazardous
Materials

TYPE OF TRAINING

Recycle exotic high-temp
metals

PRODUCT/SERVICE

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101 -250; (4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

4

SUNAMERICA, INC.
los Angeles/Finance

~Iameda/Manufacturing

2

BUSINESS
SIZE'"

SOS METALS, INC.
los Angeles/Manufacturing

CONTRACTOR
COUNTYIINDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

I
CAD/CAM

CAD/CAM

Occupational & professional
training

Occupational & professional
training

6

6

WESTECH COLLEGE INC.
Los Angeles/Services

WESTECH COLLEGE, INC.
Los Angeles/Services

Los Angeles/Services

competitive.
To remain viable, local firms
increased productivity through
retraining.

& remain

Trained workers in automated
drafting to increase productivity

0

0

0

Training project that provided
skills necessary for converting
defense technology to
commercial applications.

Technology conversion

Vocational training & job
placement

6

WEST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE

0

Asbestos removal, SPC, Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofTOC
state competition .

Soap, detergent & specialty
cleaning products

1

WA CHEMICAL SALES OF CA, INC.
DBA WCS CORPORATION
Alameda/Manufacturing

0

0

0

0

0

0

277

197

54

31

27

213

64

466

116

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

Retrained workers in systems
implemented to increase product
reliability & in-time delivery to
customers .

MS, SPC

Food products

2

Customer Effectiveness Workers threatened by out-ofstate competition unless
retrained for high-performance
workplace

Freight transportation

VITEX FOODS, INC.
Los Angeles/Manufacturing

4

VIKING FREIGHT SYSTEM, INC.
Santa ClaraITransportation

Adapted to high-performance
workplace in response to out-ofstate competition .

Introduced new products in
response to out-of-state
competition & retrained workers.

CS, MS, OA, SPC,
TOC, Team leadership
& Communications

CS , MS, OA, PT

Transaction management
systems

4

Retrained workers to operate
equipment installed in response
to out-of-state competition.

Planned to train frontline
workers.

REASON FOR TRAINING

Parts for mechanical &
electronic process
measurement devices

CNC,MS,PT

Lifts and scaffolding

3

**

TYPE OF TRAINING

Comprehensive primary health Communications
care

PRODUCT/SERVICE

3

3

BUSINESS
SIZE*

VALIN CORPORATION
Santa Clara/Retail

Sacramento/Services

USCS INTERNATIONAL**

UPRIGHT, INC.
Fresno/Manufacturing

San Joaquin/Services

**

UNITED HEALTH CENTERS OF
SAN JOAQUIN

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS
$0

$333,696

$226,156

$67,832

$56,643

$27,192

$187,440

$72 ,331

$532 ,186

$272,888

EARNED

100.0%

98 .5%

20.3%

83 .2%

40.2%

85 .2%

72 .8%

81.7%

53.0%

0.0%

PERCENT
EARNED
I

I

3

4

WONDERWARE CORPORATION
Orange/Services

XEROX PRINTING SYSTEMS
DIVISION
Los Angeles/Retail

-250~

1

WHEELCHAIRS OF BERKELEY
Alameda/Miscellaneous

*(1) 1 - 50; (2) 51 - 100; (3) 101

6

6

CS, MS, OA, Sales
Techniques
Computer training

Software for the industrial
market
Software that controls printers
& copiers

TLC

Management Skills
Manufacturing Resource Planning

MS
MRP

Statistical Process Control
Total Ouality
Control

Team Leadership and Communication

63.7%

13.3%

73.9%

83.8%

95.0%

PERCENT!
EARNED

** Special Employment Training (SET) category.

TOM Total Ouality Management
VESL Vocational English as Second Language

TOC

SPC

Just In Time

Math Basic Math Skills
OA Office Automation
PT Production Techniques

Computer Assisted Numerical Control
Customer Service

Computer Aided Manufacturing

:t)',737

TYPE OF
TRAINING

$42,941,446

$281,528

$34,004

$32,980

$132,439

$86,070

23,692

1,030

Totals

226

22

17

0

57

EARNED

I Average Cost Per Trainee:

0

0

0

22

Retrained workforce to use new
hardware & software that was
introduced to remain competitive.

Trained staff in skills required to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace .

Trained in skills necessary to
adapt to a high-performance
workplace.

New hire training for employers
who located or expanded in
California.

0

NEW
RETRAINEES
HIRES

CS
JIT

CAD
CAM
CNC

REASON FOR TRAINING
Training to provide workers with
skills needed to support an
emerging industry.

Computer Assisted Design

PT, SPC, TOC

Custom assembled
wheelchairs & related
equipment

TYPE OF TRAINING

Nurses Aid, OA

GIS

TYPE OF TRAINING

Medical related vocational
skills training

Occupational & professional
training

PRODUCT/SERVICE

(4) 251 - 500; (5) Over 500; (6) Multiple Employers

BUSINESS
SIZE*

WESTMED TRAINING
Santa Clara/Services

Los Angeles/Services

WESTECH COLLEGE, INC.**

CONTRACTOR
COUNTY/INDUSTRY

APPENDIX B
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

,

# of Basic
Hours
Hours

I # of Total

trotal Cost pel
Trainee

I

34

Production & Skilled Trades Workers

Math
VESLlMath I

PT,SPC
PT,SPC

20/40

20

160

140

$2,080

$1,343

25

Production Workers

I PT, OA, Team
Concepts

SPC
Math

VESL

20

40

136

144

$1,448

$1,391

8

24/20

160

$1,760

SPC, TQM

SPC, ISO 9000

CS, SPC

VESL

VESL

60

88

252

284

$2,448

$3,172

SPC
CS, OA, JIT,
Team Concepts
PT, SPC, TQC

3
20

5

IVESLlMath I

Math

VESL

20/48

20

60

211

124

200

$2,743

$3,028

$1,931

L-________________________~ ______________________________________ ~ _________ L _________________ ~ __________ L ___________ L __________ L ____________ .

Gregg Industries, Inc. I Production & Skilled Trades Workers

Frontline Workers

IVESLI Mathl

---------------------------~----------~-----------~----------~------------

I Production Worker, Clerk, Welder

Dynaflex Products

Machine Operators

PT, OA, Team
Concepts

----~---+~~~~!~:~~-;;,--+-~-~~~--+----~~----+--;~~---+---;;~~~~---.

31

8

Various

--------------------------------------

LSupervisors

Production Workers

------------------------------------------------~-----------------~----------~-----------~----------~------------

68

Production & Skilled Trades Workers

--------------------------------------+---------~-----------------~----------~-----------~----------~------------

14

I Assembler/Machine Operator

Fairchild
CAMLOC/RAM

Type of Training I Type of
Literacy

___ ~ ________________ L____~ ____ ~_~!~_~~~ ________ 1~~~_~~~~~L ___2_~~~____L
___ !?~____L___~2~~~~ __ _

No. Of
Trainees

Production Workers

~~~~~~~~_n_~9~~:~~

Occupation(s)

Digitran, Div. Of Xcel
Corp.

Calex Mfg. Co., Inc.

Barksdale, Inc.

Amcast Precision
Products

Altera Corporation

Contractor

APPENDIX C
COMPLETED CONTRACTS WITH LITERACY TRAINING

o

PT,SPC

Type of Training
Math

Type of
Literacy
20

# of Basic
Hours
120

PT,SPC

PT, SPC, TOC,
Team Concepts

8

17

VESLlMath

VESLlMath

50/20

20/48

274

185

$2,750

$2,405

-------------

$1,560

# of Total 1T0tai Cost per
Hours
Trainee

--------- ----------------- ---------- f------------ ----------

4

No. Of
Trainees

33

PT, SPC, TOC,
Team Concepts

Math

20

224

$2,100

6

PT, SPC, TOC,
Team Concepts

Math

10

214

$1,970

3

Various manufacturing workers
PT

PT, SPC, TOC,
Team Concepts

VESL

Math

28

10

104

174

$1,084

$1,610

PT,SPC
SPC, TOC, Team
Concepts
PT, CS

88
13

91

Operator/Su pervisor

Production Workers

Production Workers

Mariani Packing Co.,
Inc.

Mektec

Oakley, Inc.

CS, Problem
Solving,
Communications
Skills

8

Reproduction Operator, Account Associate

Hughes Aircraft Co.,
Electro-Optical
Systems

PT

31

129

40

52

VESL

VESL

175

207

300

45/20

144

VESL

184

VESLlMath

8

Math

$1,474

$1,360

$1,992

$5,845

$1,764

--------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- f--------------<
Shipping and Receiving
11
OA
Math
8
152
$1,484
-------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- f-------------Ouality Assurance Technicians
Math
8
208
$2,028
6
OA
-------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- f-------------

21

Technicians

--------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- --------------

Stock Clerks

-------------------------------------- f---------- ----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- -------------

Assemblers

-------------------------------------- 1---------- ~----------------- ---------- 1------------~---------- -------------

Assemblers

Production & Skilled Trades Workers

~--------------------------------------

Production & Skilled Trades Workers

Occupation(s)

Various manufacturing workers

Hudson Respiratory
Care, Inc.

Harris Corporation

Gregg Industries, Inc.
(Cont'd)

Contractor

e

130

40

$1,465

$1,770

140

40

Math

·: VESL

$2,032

$1,690

184

190

40

20

PT, SPC, TOC

16

Production Workers

Math

VESL

20

40

$1,900

$830

212

PT, SPC, TOC

122

PT, SPC

PT, SPC, MS
SPC, TOM

7

4

17

Production Workers

Production Workers

VESL

VESL

$1,168

$1,130

172

118

50

15

TYPE OF TRAINING
Computer Assisted Design
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Computer Assisted Numerical Control
Customer Service
Just In Time
Basic Math Skills
Management Skills

Manufacturing Resource Planning

MRP

----------

Statistical Process Control
Team Leadership and Communication
Total Quality Control
Total Quality Management
Vocational English as Second Language

SPC
TLC
TQC
TQM
VESL

TYPE OF TRAINING

Office Automation
Production Techniques

21/19

15

OA
PT

#

tv'ESLI Math

VESL

$1,109

$1,337

54

187

r--------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ------------$1,470
148
Production Workers
7
PT, SPC
VESL
45
r--------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ~---------- ----------- ---------- ------------62.5
$1,093
12
PT
30/5.5
Production Workers
rvESLI Math
~-------------------------------------- --------- ----------------- ~---------- ----------- ---------- ------------51
$1,099
20
PT,SPC
Math
12
Production Workers
1---------------------------------------

Production Workers

19

~--------------------------------------

r---------- r------------------ 1----------- r------------ ~---------- ~------------147
$999
PT, SPC, TOC
VESL
45
Production Workers
32
~-------------------------------------- ---------- r------------------ ~---------- ----------- ~---------- ~-------------

PT, SPC, TOM, &
Analytical
Trou bleshooting

77

Production & Maintenance Workers

CAD
CAM
CNC
CS
JIT
Math
MS

#

VESL

Trainee

ITotal Cost per

# of Total
Hours

# of Basic
Hours

--------- ----------------- ~---------- ----------- ~---------- -------------

SPC, TOM,
Analytical
Troubleshooting

58

Sanitation, Warehouse, Pressroom &
Maintenance Workers

~--------------------------------------

TOM, SPC

14

Production Workers

WA Chemical Sales 01 Various
CA., Inc. DBA WCS
Corp.

Stream International

Solar Turbines, Inc.

Portion Pac, Inc.

SPC

13

VESL

Type of
Literacy

--------- ----------------- 1-----------1------------ ~---------- -------------

Production Workers

Pocino Foods

~--------------------------------------

Tolerancing

Type of Training

11

No. Of
Trainees

Production Workers

Occupation(s)

Pacific Ouartz, Inc.

Contractor

Advent Software, Inc.

o

A 10 Microservice, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

San Francisco
Manufacturing
Computer software
$139,311
149 current employees
CS, MS, OA, SPC, Team Concept, Sales, Team,
Leadership & Communication
Retraining workers whose jobs are threatened by
out-of-state competition.

Alameda
Manufacturing
Semiconductor equipment
$234,207
144 current employees
CS, MS, PT, TQC, Team, Leadership &
Communication
Must train employees to adapt to highperformance workplace in response to customer
demand for shorter product cycle time.

CONTRACT PROFILE

Management reassessed the company's
training goals and decided to terminate the
contract.

Management decided to discontinue in-house
training and requested termination of contract.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

The following contracts were approved by the Employment Training Panel, but were terminated during 1996-97 prior to completion of the contract term. The
table includes a brief description of each contract and the reason for termination. In some cases, some training occurred, but in others training never began.
Most of the following 54 contracts were terminated due to changed economic conditions, company reorganization, or contractor perception of excessive ETP
paperwork requirements.

APPENDIX D
TERMINATED CONTRACTS

i

,

Changes within the organization prevented
many trainees from attending scheduled
training; therefore, the company asked their
contract be terminated.

Contractor requested termination when the
company was acquired by a corporation from
outside California.

Contractor requested termination. Business
conditions resulted in downsizing.

The company withdrew from the contract
because selection of a software vendor took
longer than expected, and the necessary
software wi" not be available until late 1997.

Orange
Manufacturing
Specialized machine tools
$121,921
81 current employees
MS, OA, SPC, Sales, Problem Solving
Retrain wokers in skills necessary for new
systems & processes implemented in response
to out-of-state competition .
Orange
Manufacturing
Cast iron soil pipe and fittings
$80,818
109 current employees
TQM, SPC, OA, PT, VESL, Teamwork
Implementing high-performance workplace to
meet foreign competition.
Santa Clara
Manufacturing
Electronic circuit boards
$171,850
102 current employees
MRP, PT, SPC, Buisness Procedures
Training workers to adapt to a high-performance
workplace.
Contra Costa
Food processing
Food products
$155,026
138 current employees
Team Building, MRP, OA
Retraining for high-performance workplace.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Anaheim Foundry Co.

A" Quality & Services, Inc.

Basic American Foods

REASON FOR TERMINATION

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Amada Engineering &
Service Co., Inc.

CONTRACTOR

,

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

California Commerce Bank
(SET)

California Culinary
Academy (SET)

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Burns Philp Food, Inc.

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Biometric Imaging, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

San Francisco
Services
Cooking school
$82,388
78 current employees
OA, Business Knowledge
Increase efficiency to remain competitive.

Los Angeles
Finance
Full banking services
$71,687
54 current employees
CS, OA, PT, Team Building, Productivity
Improvement
Retraining frontline workers.

San Francisco
Manufacturing
Food products
$93,325
126 current employees
Team Building, OA
Retraining for high-performance workplace.

Santa Clara
Manufacturing
Medical testing equipment
$18,691
30 current employees
OA, Team building, Effective presentations
Implementing high-performance workplace and
to retrain workforce.

CONTRACT PROFILE

Terminated because of management change,
and 40 percent of enrolled trainees were
reassigned or resigned.

The company requested termination because
they were relocating and believed this would
cause their turnover rate to exceed the rate
stipulated in the contract.

Company terminated the contract because they
believed that ETP's requirements were too
restrictive and the paperwork requirements
excessive.

Contractor requested termination because of
need to meet increased production demands.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

I

Employer felt the need to refocus limited
resources on some more immediate business
needs and reevaluate the needs and content of
ongoing training. Company requested
termination.

Company requested contract termination after
changes in business needs affected their
training requirements.

Los Angeles
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Mortgage banking, insurance, securities
$999,895
2,359 current employees
CS,OA
Devolution of responsibility to frontline workers
necessitates retraining.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Countrywide Credit
Industries, Inc.

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Ventura
Services
Computers & peripheral parts
$85,536
90 current employees
MS, SPC, PT, Sales, CS, MRP
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

Chromalloy San Diego

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Company could not continue training due to
increased production demands; requested
termination.

The company underwent a number of major
internal changes which interfered with their
ability to successfully achieve their training
goals; thus they requested termination.

Computer Parts Unlimited

San Diego
Food processing
Frozen foods
$404,848
293 current employees
Asbestos Removal, MRP, OA, SPC, Team,
Leadership, Communication
Retraining workforce to adapt to a highperformance workplace.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

Reason for Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

San Diego
Manufacturing
Gas turbine components
$148,117
102 current employees
Team Problem Solving, Team Leadership, JIT,
SPC, ISO 9000, OA, CAD/CAM
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

Chicago Brothers Inc.

CONTRACTOR

!

Data Exchange Corp.

e

Dana Corp. - Parish Div.

Crestic Los Angeles, Inc.

Covenant Care, California

CONTRACTOR

County:
Industry:
Prod uctlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Prod uctlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
ProductlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Prod uctlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Ventura
Manufacturing
Computer components, assemblies, & systems
$94,150
180 current employees
OA
Response to out-of-state competition.

San Jose
Manufacturing
Automobile chassis
$242,622
103
MS, OA, PT, TQM, Team Building, CAD, CS,
SPC, Basic Math
Expansion & retention of manufacturing
workforce.

Los Angeles
Services
Printing & printing services
$80,744
58 current employees
Process Reengineering, OA, MS, PT, Electronic
Publishing
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

Statewide
Services
Health care provider
$216,120
420 current employees
Team Concepts, Leadership & Communications,
Medicare
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

CONTRACT PROFILE

Company decided to terminate the contract
because they did not have sufficient staff to
handle all the administrative requirements of the
agreement.

Contractor requested termination because they
felt ETP processes were not adequately
explained upfront, and communication from ETP
staff was untimely and inconsistent. They also
believed the contract approval process was too
lengthy.

The company requested termination because
they lacked sufficient funds to successfully
complete training during the contract term, and
were undergoing a significant transition of
management and processes.

Company felt the SET wage requirement did not
fit their needs. Out-of-state company would not
sign subcontract agreement.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

,

,---

GATX Tank Storage
Terminals Corporation

Failure Analysis
Associates, Inc.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training :

DSM & T Company, Inc.

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training :

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Delta Star, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

Los Angeles
Other
Bulk liquid storage, pipeline connections
$74,600
154 current employees
Computer skills, negotiation skills, contract
management, pipeline operations
Diversifying processes in response to out-ofstate competition.

Sonoma
Services
Investigation, reconstruction, & prevention of
accidents, disasters, & product failures
$185,604
254 current employees
MS, OA, PT, Team Concepts
Converting to a high-performance workplace in
response to out-of-state competition.

San Bernardino
Manufacturing
Wire & cable products, power cords
$133,554
70 current employees
CS, MS, OA, SPC, Team, Leadership &
Communication, ISO 9000
Must train workers on new equipment purchased
in response to out-of-state competition.

San Mateo
Manufacturing
Power transformers & related products
$147,466
175 current employees
CNC, MS, OA, PT, SPC, TOC, Sales
Implementing a high-performance workplace to
improve quality & pricing in response to out-ofstate competition.

CONTRACT PROFILE

Following a complete review and associated
modification of their training program,
management decided they could not achieve
their training goals within the contract deadline
and requested termination.

Because of changes within the company,
management decided their training plan could
not be successfully completed during the
contract term, and they requested termination .

New manager reviewed the company's
circumstances and decided the time was not
appropriate to continue the training program.
The company requested termination.

ETP requested termination because contractor
had not made satisfactory progress with training
project.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

,

Riverside
Man ufactu ring
Fluid cooling products & engine/driveline parts
$697,318
207 current employees
PT,SPC,CNC,OA,MRP,MS,VESL
Responding to out-of-state competition.
San Mateo
Finance
Full range financial services
$950,056
2,675
Living the Values
Training to secure the company's long-term
financial stability & employee career
opportunities.
Orange
Manufacturing
Coral bone graft substitutes
$152,715
97 current employees
MS, OA, PT, Computer Skills
OA, PT, MS, Computer programming, MS, VESL
Introduced new production methods in response
to out-of-state competition & must train
workforce.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:
County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Hayden, Inc.

Home Savings of America

Interpore International

Reason for Training:

Los Angeles
Manufacturing
Ductile iron castings
$703,777
354 current employees
PT, SPC, TQM, Basic Math, VESL
Responding to out-of-state competition.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Gregg Industries, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

The company requested termination due to the
sale of one of its divisions and a subsequent
downsizing which affected their ability to meet
the contract criteria.

Due to the acquisition of another financial
institution, company management decided to
postpone planned training and requested
termination of their contract.

The company decided to cancel training due to
the sale of one of its major divisions; requested
that their contract be terminated.

The company's financial circumstances
prevented them from successfully completing
training. They requested termination.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

,

-

The company reorganized and relocated their
operations and requested termination of their
agreement.

San Bernardino
Manufacturing
Aircraft modification & overhaul
$252,850
591 current employees
Production, Structure, Electrical, Team skills
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Lockheed Martin Aircraft
Services

-

The company requested contract termination
because of reorganization, increased production
demands, and changed training needs.

Santa Clara
Manufacturing
Blood glucose monitoring systems
$340,336
196 current employees
PT, SPC, MS, Team Building, Communication
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Lifescan, Inc.

Contractor requested termination because they
lost faith in the ability of their subcontractors to
comply with ETP program requirements .
Because of their time constraints, they could not
proceed with the project on their own.

The company downsized and restructured their
organization due to business conditions. The
remaining employees' responsibilities
increased, and they did not have time for
training. The company requested contract
termination.

The contractor indicated their interests would be
best served through termination of the
agreement.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

Reason for Training :

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Tulare
Manufacturing .
Aluminum products for commercial building
$267,276
231 current employees
JIT, MS, OA, PT, VESL, Basic Math,
Organizational Skills, Team Problem Solving
Retraining to respond to out-of-state competition .

San Luis Obispo
Food processing
Food & kindred products
$499,490
420 current employees
PT, SPC, OA, TQC, CS, CAD, MS, ISO, VESL
Adapting to high-performance workplace.

CONTRACT PROFILE

Fresno
Food processing
Tortillas & tortilla chips
$67,626
55 current employees
OA, MRP, Team Building, Communication Skills,
Financial Planning
Training to adapt to high-performance workplace.

La Tapatia Tortilleria, Inc.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amou nt:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Kawneer Company Inc.

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training :

J.R. Wood, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

-

I

Santa Clara
Insurance
Insurance and risk management services
$99,776
86 current employees
OA, Sales
SET project to retrain frontline workers in new
technologies.
San Bernardino
Manufacturing
Chemical products
$240,064
206 current employees
PT, SPC, MS, OA, Emergency Response
Responding to out-of-state competition.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:
County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Minet Insurance Services,
Inc.

Molycorp Inc'/Mountain
Pass Plant

The company underwent significant change
which prevented them from focusing on training;
thus they requested the contract be terminated .

The company sought termination of their
training project because of internal changes in
their business circumstances.

The contractor did not have sufficient time for
the volume of paperwork required by the
agreement. They requested termination.

Sacramento
Manufacturing
Windows, doors & frames
$235,234
190 current employees
TOM, PT, VESL, Basic Math, CS, Team
Concepts
Training frontline workers for high-performance
workplace.

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Milgard Manufacturing, Inc.

Reason for Training:

The contractor requested termination because
the organization was being restructured, and
they were unable to begin their training
program.

Alameda
Manufacturing
Microwave telecommunications products
$67,334
56 current employees
MS, SPC, OA, CS, Sales, CAD, PT
Implementing high-performance workplace in
response to out-of-state competition.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Menlo Industries, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

e

Pleasant Mattress
Company, Inc.

Pioneer Stores (SET)

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training :

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees: ·
Planned Training:

Reason for Training:

Fresno
Man ufactu ring
Box spring, mattress, futon, & batting
$39,840
24 current employees
CS, OA, Team Building
Retraining to strengthen product quality in
response to out-of-state competition.

Los Angeles
Retail
Groceries
$67,410
56 current employees
CS, Team Building, Store Operation, Special
Customer Program, Loss Prevention
Retrain frontline workers to remain competitive .

Contractor requested termination because they
had been told by a consultant that they would
have to contract with outside agencies to
accomplish their goals.

Due to an unfavorable business climate, the
company decided to terminate the agreement.
They plan to reapply in the future.

The company requested termination of their
contract, but did not provide a reason.

Orange
Retail
Equipment & accessories for personal computer
systems
$87,654
84 current employees
PC Skills, Sales, Operating Systems, Credit
Practices, Workplace Productivity, CS, MS
Trainees subject to displacement unless
company adapts to high-performance workplace.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:

PC Systems Design, Inc.

Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Contractor terminated contract because training
needs changed.

San Diego
Manufacturing
Precision plastics
$92,736
62 current employees
CS, MS, PT, SPC
Diversifying products & automating processes to
respond to out-of-state competition .

REASON FOR TERMINATION

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Nypro San Diego

CONTRACTOR

I

,

Sierra Monitor Corp.

Ruiz Food Products, Inc.

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Santa Clara
Manufacturing
Toxic & combustible gas monitoring devices
$29,454
38 current employees
ISO, CS, PC Skills, Product Development,
Project Management, Assembly Skills
Training to respond to out-of-state competition.

Fresno
Food processing
Frozen Mexican foods
$203,610
348 current employees
Team Building, Communication Skills, OA, Basic
Math, Financial Management, MRP, PT, VESL
Train workers in new technologies in order to
remain competitive and ensure stable
employment.

Riverside
Manufacturing
Commercial & military aircraft propulsion
components
$25,050
38 current employees
Team Manufacturing
Introduce team manufacturing in response to
customer requirements for product quality.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:

Rohr, Inc.

Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

San Diego
Agriculture
Printed circuit boards
$266,562
307 current employees
MS, SPC, Team, Leadership & Communications
Must train workers to make rapid, continuous
product improvements thereby stabilizing
employment.

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Qtron, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

The contractor requested termination because
they did not believe they could execute their
training program within the constraints imposed
by ETP.

The company changed the direction of their
education program and decided to terminate
their project.

Contractor requested termination because of
workforce reductions and changed training
needs.

Company management did not feel the firm's
internal conditions would allow them to
successfully reach their training goals.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

,

The Vendo Company

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

- - - - - - - -

Fresno
Manufacturing
Soft drink vending machines
$300,801
522 current employees
PT, Shop Math, Team Building, SPC,
Communication, CAD, OA, MS, ISO 9001
Transitioning to a high-performance workplace.

Santa Clara
Manufacturing
Plastic Injection Molding
$102,130
87 current employees
PT, SPC, MRP, OA, MS, CS, Self directed work
teams
Converting to a high-performance workplace.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Stoesser Industries

Reason for Training:

Fresno
Man ufactu ring
Carpet cleaning chemicals
$55,106
22 current employees
CS, MS, OA, PT, Team Concept
Must develop a more flexible, efficient workforce
to respond to out-of-state competition.

Los Angeles
Manufacturing
Mattresses
$115,664
100 current employees
OA, TOM, Team Building, Conflict Resolution,
and Leadership
Retraining to adapt to high-performance
workplace in response to out-of-state
com petition.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amou nt:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training :
Reason for Training:

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Prod uct/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Steam Services, Inc.

Spring Air Mattress
Company

CONTRACTOR

----

The company's training needs changed and
they requested termination. They are working to
develop a new contract.

Experienced unexpected staff turnover and
decided to terminate their training project.

An economic downturn caused management to
review its training priorities; they decided to
request termination of their training project.

The contractor requested termination because
of an enormous increase in business and
resultant increased workload requiring
employee overtime.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

I

I

Reason for Training:

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Marin
Manufacturing
Custom controllers for vending equipment
$71,636
47 current employees
CAD/CAM, CS, MS, MRP, OA, PT, SPC, TQC,
Sales
Train workers in skills required in a highperformance workplace.

The company requested termination because of
a facilities move, an increased workforce, a
dramatic increase in business, and
implementation of a new quality system, all of
which combined to make the completion of their
training project impossible.

The company requested termination because of
rapid business expansion and the time
consumed by the ISO 9000 process.

San Mateo
Manufacturing
Database management system software
$71,657
59 current employees
MS, OA, PT, SPC, TQC, Team, Leadership &
Communications
Must upgrade employees' skills to remain
competitive & viable in global marketplace.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Versant Object Technology

Versatile Control Systems,
Inc.

The contractor requested termination due to a
merger with another firm .

Alameda
Manufacturing
Computer software & database systems
$130,588
197 current employees
MRP,OA
Must increase employees' skill levels to preserve
jobs in face of formidable out-of-state
competition.

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Triad Systems Corp.

Reason for Training:

The company went out of business.

Alameda
Manufacturing
Printed circuit boards
$185,296
167 current employees
OA, PT, CS, MS, MRP, TQM, CAD/CAM, Sales
Introducing new processes & procedures in
response to out-of-state competition.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

County:
Industry:
Product/Service:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Tri-City Circuits, Inc.

CONTRACTOR

,

#
CAD
CAM
CNC
CS
JIT
MS
MRP

TYPE OF TRAINING
Computer Assisted Design
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Computer Assisted Numerical Control
Customer Service
Just In Time
Management Skills
Manufacturing Resource Planning
Math
OA
PT
SPC
TLC
TQC
TQM
VESL

#

TYPE OF TRAINING
Basic Math Skills
Office Automation
Production Techniques
Statistical Process Control
Team Leadership and Communication
Total Quality Control
Total Quality Management
Vocational English as Second Language

Production demands and pending buyout
prevented company from successfully
completing their training project.

Yuba
Man ufactu ring
Door components
$35,958
90 current employees
PT, SPC, MRP, OA, MS, CS, Self directed work
teams
Must reduce costs while improving quality
standards and customer service in order to
remain competitive.

County:
Industry:
Prod uctlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:

Windsor Door Co.

Reason for Training:

The contractor decided to terminate the contract
because of the wage restrictions, and the fact
that program requirements were not made clear
before the agreement was completed.

Orange
Retail
Automobile dealership
$186,670
138 current employees
Sales, CS, Quality Control, Technician Skills
Retraining for frontline workers.

County:
Industry:
ProductlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

Villa Ford, Inc. (SET)

Company elected to terminate its contract
following a merger.

Marin
Communications
Cable system network
$97,356
220 current employees
Fiber optics, telephony
Retraining in response to out-of-state
competition.

REASON FOR TERMINATION

County:
Industry:
Prod uctlService:
Contract Amount:
Planned Trainees:
Planned Training:
Reason for Training:

CONTRACT PROFILE

Viacom Cable

CONTRACTOR

I

APPENDIX E
ACTIVE CONTRACT SUMMARY
The following contracts were approved prior to fiscal year 1996-97 and were still
active as of July 1, 1997:

Contracts Active as of July 1, 1997
175

Active Training Contracts
Millions Approved for Training
Persons Targeted for Training and
Employment

$63.7
46,140

Contracts Targeting Small Businesses
Employing 100 or Fewer Workers

51

Job-linked literacy is included in many of the active projects. Training represented is
reading, math, business English, and Vocational English as Second Language
(VESL). The active projects with literacy training include:

Literacy Training
Contracts with VESL Component

31

Contracts with Basic Math Component

14

The Panel funds training in a wide variety of skills. The most common types are:

Most Frequent Types of Training
Office Automation (OA)
Statistical Process Control (SPC)
Management Skills (MS)
Total Quality Control (TQC)
Production Techniques (PT)
Customer Service (CS)

The Annual Report was prepared by the Planning and Research Unit Staff: Ada Carrillo, Terri Caudle,
John Klug, Carroll Miller, Mike Rice, Beverly Roberts, Elizabeth Slape, and Sophia Thompson.

Additional copies of the Annual Report may be obtained through the Employment Training Panel,
1100 J Street, 4th Floor, Sacramento, CA 95814 (916) 327-5643.
For further information on the Employment Training Panel, you may visit our website at
www.etp.cahwnet.gov.

The Employment Training Panel (ETP), as a recipient of state funds, is an equal opportunity
employer/program and is also subject to Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
Individuals with disabilities who would like to receive the information in this publication in an
alternate format may contactETP at (916) 327-5643. TDDusers can reach the above phone
number through the California Relay Service by calling 1-800-735-2929.

